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Bayesian models capture the intrinsic variability of a data-generating pro-
cess as a posterior distribution over the parameters of the model for the
process. Decisions that are optimal for a user-defined loss are obtained by
minimizing expectation of the loss over the posterior. Because posterior
inference is often intractable, approximations of the posterior are obtained
either via sampling with Monte Carlo Markov chain methods or through
variational methods which minimize a discrepancy measure between an
approximation and the true posterior. Probabilistic programming offers
practitioners tools that combine easy model specification with automatic
approximate inference techniques. However, these techniques do not yet
accommodate posterior calibrations that yield decisions that are optimal
for the expected posterior loss.
This thesis develops efficient and flexible variational approximations as well
as density function transformations for flexible modeling of skewed data for
use in probabilistic programs. It also proposes extensions to the Bayesian
decision framework and a suite of automatic loss-sensitive inference tech-
niques for decision-making under posterior approximations. Briefly, we
make four concrete contributions: First, we exploit importance sampling
to approximate the objective gradient and show how to speed up conver-
gence in stochastic gradient and stochastic average gradient descent for
variational inference. Next, we propose a new way to model skewed data in
probabilistic programs by prescribing an improved version of the Lambert
W distribution amenable to gradient-based inference. Lastly, we propose
iii
iv
two new techniques to better integrate decision-making into probabilistic
programs – a gradient-based optimization routine for the loss-calibrated
variational objective, specifically for the challenging case of continuous
losses, and an amalgamation of learning theory and Bayesian decision the-
ory that utilizes a separate decision-making module to map the posterior
to decisions minimizing the empirical risk.
Computing Reviews (2012) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
Mathematics of computing → Probability and statistics →
Probabilistic reasoning algorithms → Variational methods
Computing methodologies → Machine learning → Machine
learning approaches
Computing methodologies → Modeling and simulation → Model
development and analysis → Uncertainty quantification
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flexible approximations, probabilistic programming, optimization,
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We cannot kindle when we will
The fire which in the heart resides;
The spirit bloweth and is still,
In mystery our soul abides.
But tasks in hours of insight will’d
Can be through hours of gloom fulfill’d.
With aching hands and bleeding feet
We dig and heap, lay stone on stone;
We bear the burden and the heat
Of the long day, and wish ’twere done.
Not till the hours of light return,
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Machine learning embodies a broad spectrum of algorithms and models that
serve to analyze data, detect patterns, predict future outcomes and make
decisions under uncertainty. There are two broad schools of thought as
to what constitutes learning. Probabilistic machine learning (Ghahramani,
2015) views learning as the act of inferring plausible models for a data-
generating process. Since the data is consistent with a number of models,
the uncertainty over models, encoded as distributions over its parameters,
is propagated as uncertainty over predictions and decisions. Deep learning
(LeCun et al., 2015), in contrast, learns representations of the data with
multiple levels of abstraction via optimization of computer models con-
sisting of multiple processing layers. The primary characteristic that sets
apart the Bayesian approach from the representation learning approach is
the use of marginalization to account for model uncertainty (Wilson, 2020).
Whereas marginalization over the model parameters yields predictions that
represent an average over all plausible models for the data, representation
learning often relies on a single hypothesis, typically maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimates of the model parameters, for prediction tasks. Previous
works (MacKay, 1992; Neal, 1996) that merge these two schools of thought
exist. More recent literature such as Osawa et al. (2019) offer practical
Bayesian approaches to deep learning that prevent model overfitting and
produce well-calibrated predictive distributions with marginalization.
This thesis takes a special interest in the use of Bayesian models to make
decisions under uncertainty. The uncertainty we deal with is of two kinds.
Our ignorance about which of the many plausible models generated the
observable data, also known as epistemic uncertainty (Kendall and Gal,
2017), is expressed as posterior distributions over the parameters of the
1
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model. Such uncertainty can often be explained away as the model sees
more data. The inherent noisiness in the data-generating process, known
as aleatoric uncertainty (Kendall and Gal, 2017), can also be modeled as
probability distributions that describe the noise with variance parameters.
Domain knowledge about the data is incorporated as Bayesian priors over
the model parameters. These parameters are connected to the data through
the likelihood function which is an interpretable approximation of the true
data-generating process. Together, the likelihood and prior specify our
knowledge of the Bayesian model before observing any data. The Bayesian
posterior obtained by conditioning the parameters on the observed data,
constitutes the act of learning or inference. It tends to favor simple and
constrained solutions, even for models that are over-specified and complex,
performing automatic model selection in conformity with Occam’s razor.
Models can also be used to make decisions under posterior uncertainty.
Bayes optimal decisions for a user-defined loss over the model predictions
can be obtained by minimizing the expectation of the loss over the posterior,
also known as the expected posterior loss or Bayes risk (Berger, 1985).
Progress in machine learning, as in any scientific undertaking, depends
on the generalizability of the learning algorithms and the ease of model
specification. Machine learning platforms that abstract away learning and
model-building have deeply transformed our capacity to model and pro-
cess data. This is evidenced by the explosion of interest (He, 2019) in
deep learning and its applications with the advent of high-level systems
like Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) and abstractions built atop them, such
as Keras (Chollet et al., 2015). Rapid prototyping and model iteration in
deep learning has been made possible by use of gradient-based optimiza-
tion methods that utilize gradients determined by automatic differentiation.
Automatic differentiation tools (Baydin et al., 2015) evaluate derivatives of
numeric functions expressed as programs, thereby automating the tedious
and manual process of deriving gradients of the objective function for op-
timization. Standard engineering practices such as flow diagrams, code
reuse and composition of complex systems as modular layers have become
the norm in deep learning. Although the learning paradigm utilized in deep
learning is primarily based on optimization of an objective function to yield
MAP estimates of the parameters, the tools developed for such automated
gradient-based optimization can be extended with some effort for use in
Bayesian inference.
Despite the several advantages going hand in hand with modeling un-
certainty, Bayesian inference is hard. This is because posterior inference is
intractable for all but the simplest models and requires that practitioners
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use inference techniques to approximate the posterior on account of compu-
tational constraints. The high cost of expertise and skill involved in devel-
oping such inference algorithms for Bayesian models has so far forestalled
its widespread adoption. This inconvenient dependency between inference
and modeling has led to a systematic confusion that mixes up the labori-
ous process of deriving model-specific inference procedures with the task of
model building itself. This means that considerations and assumptions in
modeling are informed (wrongly so) by the ability of the practitioner to run
inference on such models. Probabilistic programming aims to break this im-
passe by clearly delineating the task of model specification from inference
by providing a language for formal model specification and a model-agnostic
inference procedure for posterior inference. Advances in approximate in-
ference techniques have allowed adapting tools used in gradient-based op-
timization for deep learning, such as automatic differentiation, for use in
model-agnostic inference for probabilistic models. Probabilistic program-
ming systems such as Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), Pyro (Bingham et al.,
2018), PyMC3 (Salvatier et al., 2016) and Tensorflow Probability (Tran
et al., 2016) seek to recreate for Bayesian modeling the popularity achieved
by deep learning frameworks for neural networks. That is, these systems
seek to incorporate sound engineering practices into Bayesian learning for
rapid model prototyping, iteration and criticism.
1.1 Probabilistic Programming
Probabilistic programming is commonly understood as leveraging program-
ming paradigms in computer science to solve statistical inference problems
(van de Meent et al., 2018). Figure 1.1 shows how probabilistic program-
ming lies at the intersection of programming languages and statistics draw-
ing from such ideas as semantics and compilers in computer science and
inference algorithms in statistics and machine learning. The classical view
of probabilistic programming defines it as the development of “syntax and
semantics for languages that denote conditional inference problems and
evaluators or solvers that computationally characterize the denoted condi-
tional distribution” (van de Meent et al., 2018). Anglican (Le et al., 2017)
and Church (Goodman et al., 2012) are prime examples of this. A more
utilitarian characterization of probabilistic programming, as understood in
this thesis, is that of an abstraction framework that builds on elements like
automatic differentiation tools and Monte Carlo methods to provide model-
agnostic inference for Bayesian models. Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017) is an
archetypal example of this view.
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Figure 1.1: Probabilistic programming refers to use of tools in computer
science to do statistics. Computer programs are written to accept variables
and arguments as parameters to generate useful outputs. Statistical infer-
ence deals with inference of model parameters x, under the observations y
for the generative model p(y,x). Probabilistic programming performs sta-
tistical inference with the help of tools from computer science. It provides
a language for model specification and an inference engine that infers the
conditional distribution of the parameters under the given observations.
Figure from van de Meent et al. (2018).
Probabilistic programming delivers the compositionality probabilistic
graphical models promised and provides tools to speed up model itera-
tion and support development of a wide variety of models. A probabilistic
programming system should address at least four aspects of Bayesian mod-
eling. First, it should provide a language for easy and precise specification
of Bayesian models. Second, it should contain an automated inference en-
gine for model fitting and prediction that chooses the appropriate inference
tools based on the model specification and the degree of approximation
required. Third, it should offer diagnostic tools for convergence and warn
the user of convergence failures, if any. And fourth, it should contain tools
that allow posterior analysis and model criticism with posterior predictive
checks. A final aspect of Bayesian modeling that is often not addressed is
the strong relationship between inference and decision-making. This fol-
lows from a flavor of Bayesianism that is partial to a clean delineation
between inference and decisions (MacKay, 1991). But as we shall see in
Chapter 4, we can improve our inference tools by incorporating decision-
making and targeting regions of the posterior that have substantial impact
on the decisions.
Probabilistic programs simplify the task of probabilistic modeling by
eliminating the biggest obstacle to efficient Bayesian modeling – model-
dependent inference procedures. While the principle behind the inference
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procedure is straightforward, typical model-independent procedures such as
Metropolis-Hastings (Hastings, 1970) and rejection sampling (Bishop, 2006)
require fine-tuning of parameters for efficient exploration of the parameter
space. Alternatively, model-dependent methods such as Gibbs sampling
(Bishop, 2006), mean-field variational inference (Jordan et al., 1999) and
expectation propagation (Minka, 2001) that exploit conjugate distributions
within the exponential family are fairly laborious to implement, even if
there are fewer parameters to tune. With probabilistic programming, the
practitioners can turn their attention away from the question of how to
perform inference to the modeling task itself and concern themselves with
the question of what to model. Combining model-agnostic inference algo-
rithms with a descriptive modeling language has brought a paradigm shift
in the Bayesian modeling community, by making Bayesian modeling acces-
sible to a broad community of lay users and domain experts. Practitioners
are not constrained in their choice of models by the limitations of inference
techniques, but are free to experiment with complex, non-conjugate mod-
els that describe the data-generating process accurately. There is active
research aimed at improving and scaling inference techniques and diagnos-
tic tools for complex, non-differentiable models (Yao et al., 2018; Rezende
and Mohamed, 2015; Figurnov et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018).
1.2 Approximate Inference
For many models, the computation of the (Bayesian) posterior distribution
is analytically intractable. We therefore adopt approximate inference tech-
niques that rely on computationally tractable approximations to serve as
proxies to the true posterior. There are a diverse class of approximation
techniques with varying trade-offs between computation time and accu-
racy of approximation. On one hand, classic Monte Carlo Marko chain
(MCMC) methods rely on samples from the posterior for approximating it.
Although they asymptomatically converge to the true posterior, practical
time budgets lead to their categorization as approximate techniques. How-
ever, recent work by Seita et al. (2017) have provided rigorous theoretical
bounds for scaling up MCMC techniques. More efficient MCMC meth-
ods like the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) (Neal, 2011) and No-U-Turn
Sampler (NUTS) (Hoffman and Gelman, 2014) take advantage of gradient
information from the joint likelihood of the model to speed up convergence
and decrease correlation between samples.
Distributional approximations, on the other hand, posit a parametric
family of distributions qλ(θ), known as the variational approximation and
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optimize the variational parameters λ to minimize the variational objective
equivalent to a discrepancy measure between the variational approxima-
tion and the true posterior. This view of inference as optimization also
allows using automatic gradient descent methods from the deep learning
toolchain for performing approximate inference. The discrepancy measure
is often a subset of f -divergence (Csiszar, 1967) such as the Kullback-Leibler
divergence. The two most popular strategies for achieving this are varia-
tional inference (Blei et al., 2017) and expectation propagation (Minka,
2001). Techniques such as the stochastic Langevin dynamics (Welling
and Teh, 2011) and other works by Ruiz and Titsias (2019) and Salimans
et al. (2015) seek to bridge the gap between distributional approximations
and sampling methods. Recent work has greatly increased the flexibility
and expressive power of approximate inference tools: Normalizing flows
(Rezende and Mohamed, 2015) use composable layers of transformations
to approximate complex, multi-modal posteriors; generalized Bayesian in-
ference (Knoblauch et al., 2019) extend variational inference for posteriors
over arbitrary loss functions; optimizers for Bayesian deep learning (Khan
et al., 2018) show how gradient-descent strategies can be modified to pro-
vide uncertainty estimates over model parameters.
1.3 COVID-19: A Motivating Example
To motivate the importance of rapid model prototyping and iteration with
probabilistic programming we present COVID-19 as an illustration where
rapid prototyping of epidemiological models have proven indispensable.
The COVID-19 pandemic has officially neared two million confirmed cases1
as of April 2020 and has increasingly stretched thin the world’s medical
and healthcare resources (World Health Organization, 2020). Countries
have come up with a variety of measures to contain the spread of the dis-
ease: Sweden has imposed limited quarantine of the vulnerable and elderly;
the United States has initiated strict social distancing measures and shut-
down of non-essential services (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
2020); India’s unplanned and disastrous lockdown has inflicted misery on
huge masses of its population. The prevalence of such drastic, blanket mea-
sures with severe impairments to the economy is partly due to lack of testing
equipment to quickly test and effectively contain the infected population.
1As I finalize the thesis in January 2021, there are 96.2 million confirmed cases globally
with 2.06 million deaths. (Johns Hopkins University, 2020). Even as Pfizer-BioNTech
and Moderna have developed vaccines that have been authorized (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2021) to combat this disease, variants of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
(World Health Organization, 2021) have caused further public health concern.
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Modeling of infectious diseases is useful for predicting outcomes of pan-
demics and helps define public health response. The response should be
informed by models that are up-to-date and account for a host of secondary
factors such as underreporting, confounding variables and preventive mea-
sures. Such modeling needs to be done rapidly and needs to evolve to
adapt to new data and information sources as well as the progress of the
epidemic. Exploration of different models that accommodate different sets
of assumptions (for example, a fixed population size, density or age and
gender-specific mortality ratio) and alternative models should include pre-
ventative measures that curb the pandemic. This is essential for simulating
the spread of the epidemic under different conditions and assumptions. The
models should also be reliable – assumptions should be made explicit and
inference should have convergence diagnostics that inform us of the trust-
worthiness of the model predictions. The data received is typically noisy
and there may be a dearth of data for comorbidities or due to low test-
ing capacity – a model that captures uncertainty in its predictions and
latent variable estimates allows us to base the strength of our predictions
on the uncertainty of our estimates. Lastly, the models should provide a
basis for making decisions that define public health response to the crises.
Probabilistic programming addresses these concerns directly by defining
a language for clearly specifying models and model assumptions and by
providing inference tools for rapid model refinement. We now elaborate
on three settings where Bayesian modeling uses probabilistic programs to
estimate outcomes and measure covariate association for COVID-19.
As of April 2020, the age-specific mortality ratio remains unknown
partly due to underreporting of confirmed cases and partly due to delay
between onset of disease and death. Estimates of mortality ratios are es-
sential for assisting in mitigation efforts and planning for healthcare logis-
tics. Hauser et al. (2020) present a simplified epidemiological model that
simulates the transmission dynamics of COVID-19 using data from Hubei,
China and Northern Italy and provides estimates of age-specific mortality
ratios while also adjusting for bias introduced by underreporting and de-
lay between disease onset and death. The use of Stan allowed for rapid
model iteration and fitting2 to quickly churn out mortality estimates that
are critical for emergency healthcare planning.
Kubinec (2020) presents a Stan model to measure association between
covariates such as geopolitical and health factors and the test and case
2One of the authors of Hauser et al. (2020) state in Andrew Gelman (2020) that an
optimized implementation of the model reduced the computation time from 3 days to 2
hours.
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counts of the disease. For instance, as of April 2020, increasing infection
rates in the United States are concentrated in areas with larger youth pop-
ulations, smaller economies, less public health spending and fewer Trump
voters. Air quality, number of immigrants, smoking and cardiovascular
deaths have no significant effect on the infection rate. The unobserved in-
fection rate, which is established as a confounding factor is accounted for
by introducing an informative prior estimated from epidemiological models.
Such rapid modeling tasks would prove impracticable without probabilistic
programming.
A final illustration of the effectiveness of Bayesian modeling is the
unconventional use of pooled design to estimate the spatial map of the
prevalence of COVID-19 (Lakeland, 2020). For example, k people can be
swabbed and randomly split into l pools where l  k. Let us assume a
testing mechanism that tests accurately for the disease from the combined
material of k/l swabs. The probability of a random pool testing positive
with at least one positive case is θ̂ = 1−Bin(0|l, θ), where θ is the frequency
of the disease in the population and Bin is the binomial distribution. The
likelihood that N pools test positive is therefore Bin(N |k/l, θ̂). Given N ,
we can estimate the prevalence θ of the disease among the population k
with just k/l tests. Replicating this over in different geographical loca-
tions gives a posterior estimate of θ with tight error bars. This allows for
more targeted, district-wise lockdown measures allowing for restart of the
economy especially in countries with low testing capacity.
The Bayesian models described here are successful in modeling criti-
cal facets of the pandemic. However, they do not lay out clear decision
principles that help make public health choices or provide any means of
comparing the implications of each of these choices. Decisions should be
based on a well-considered trade-off between the confidence of the model
predictions and the cost associated with each of the decisions. An erro-
neous decision incurs a cost that depends on the kind of error made. For
example, an underestimate of the number of ventilators required during
the peak of the epidemic curve is more disastrous from the public health
viewpoint than an overestimate. The models discussed so far have failed to
provide an explicit decision-theoretic loss function that captures the costs
associated with different kinds of errors. The conceit of this thesis is that
such loss functions are necessary for calibrating posterior inference to yield
loss-aware decisions that incur a lower expected loss.
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1.4 Overview
Papers I and II constitute the first part of the thesis which focuses on distri-
butional approximations, in particular variational inference, as the tool of
choice for fast and flexible modeling. In Paper I (Sakaya and Klami, 2016,
2017), we present techniques for improving the convergence rate of auto-
matic variational inference with simple modifications to gradient evaluation
of the variational objective. Paper II (Sakaya and Klami, 2017) prescribes a
differentiable transformation of density functions to model skewed versions
of standard distributions for use in gradient-based variational inference.
Papers III and IV, covered in the second part of the thesis, consider
decision-making in the context of approximate inference in probabilistic
programming. Paper III (Kuśmierczyk et al., 2019b) demonstrates that
incorporating the user-defined loss as part of the inference process yields
decisions that lowers the Bayes risk when compared to generic inference
tools agnostic to the loss. Paper IV (Kuśmierczyk et al., 2020) introduces
a novel framework that combines empirical risk minimization with Bayesian
inference, and shows how post-inference objects from arbitrary probabilistic
programs can be mapped into decisions that are optimal with respect to
the empirical risk.
We now briefly present the new elements of the thesis below:
1. Automatic variational inference for probabilistic programs utilizes
gradient-based approaches to optimize the variational objective to
obtain approximations to the posterior (Kucukelbir et al., 2017; Sal-
vatier et al., 2016). The Monte Carlo gradient of the objective consists
of two parts – a model-dependent component that is expensive to com-
pute and an approximation-dependent component that is significantly
cheaper to evaluate. We exploit importance sampling to approximate
the objective gradient by reusing the expensive model-specific gradi-
ents from past iterations and removing the bias so introduced with
importance weights calculated from the new and old approximations.
We show how to speed up convergence in stochastic gradient descent
and cheaply stabilize older gradients in stochastic average gradient
descent for linear convergence. This method is broadly applicable
to any Monte Carlo expectation over a differentiable function and
therefore finds application in many practical use cases.
2. Distributions modeling skewed data are often expensive to compute
and not widely supported in probabilistic programming libraries. The
flexible Lambert W × F family of skewed distributions is obtained
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by skewing standard base distributions FZ(z) in the location-scale
family with a differentiable, non-linear forward transformation (Go-
erg, 2011). The backward Lambert W transformation is problematic
since it is not bijective and lacks a closed-form solution. We pre-
scribe modifications with a memoized, piece-wise extension of the
Lambert W function for gradient-based inference, enabling straight-
forward extension of existing tools to model skewed data and sample
from skewed versions of standard distributions by simply defining the
forward skewing function and modified backward Lambert W trans-
form.
3. Since approximations are designed to capture only general properties
of the Bayesian posterior without accounting for the decision task,
decisions made by optimizing the expected posterior risk or utility
over the approximate posteriors are not always Bayes optimal. Loss-
calibrating inference compounds the variational objective with the ex-
pected log utility to produce approximations that yield utility-aware
decisions (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2011). We delineate a gradient-based
optimization routine for the loss-calibrated objective, specifically for
the challenging case of continuous losses, and suggest practical trans-
formations to convert from losses to utilities and vice versa as well as
techniques to maximize the calibration effect. We recognize and min-
imize the risk of violating Bayesian decision principles arising from
the tight coupling of inference and decision-making.
4. Lastly, we propose a novel amalgamation of learning theory and
Bayesian decision theory that furnishes an alternative approach to
optimal decision-making by minimizing empirical risk. Rather than
calibrating the posterior approximation, we characterize the posterior
with summary statistics or quantiles fed to a separate decision-making
module, typically a neural network, that minimizes the empirical risk
even as we retain the interpretability of Bayesian modeling. The
generalized Bayesian framework stipulates valid posterior updates for
decisions connected to observations via arbitrary loss functions al-
lowing us to operate in terms of belief distributions over decisions.
In conjunction with bootstrapping, the framework facilitates setting
empirical priors over the decisions and provides a coherent means of
specifying the trade-off between risk minimization and model faith-
fulness
The layout of the chapters are as follows: The background in Chapter 2
discusses crucial aspects of Bayesian inference, decision theory, automatic
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inference techniques and importance sampling. Chapter 3 develops the
importance-sampled gradient-based procedures for variational inference and
the Lambert W transformation for modeling skewed data efficiently. The
two loss calibration techniques designed for easy integration into proba-
bilistic programs are discussed in Chapter 4. We conclude in Chapter 5
by discussing the limitations of our contributions, as well as some recent
developments that expand on the ideas we presented.
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Chapter 2
On Approximations and Decisions
Practical applications of machine learning often involve making decisions
with the goal of optimizing a user-defined evaluation criterion. Decisions
appear in a variety of settings: in buying or selling stocks and bonds in
finance; in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases in medicine; and in im-
plementation of welfare schemes in public policy. The consequences and
penalties incurred when making decisions are captured by the evaluation
criteria specified as a confusion matrix (for discrete decisions) or as a utility
or loss function. It is a fairly common error for decisions to be reported
without expressly stating the evaluation criteria they are optimizing. For
example, the decision of a scientific article to report the sample mean θ̄ of a
parameter θ as the representative statistic betrays an implicit assumption
of the mean squared error as the criterion to optimize. However, as shown
in Figure 2.1, when the distribution of θ is symmetric, the mean and me-
dian coincide and it becomes impossible to precisely identify the evaluation
criteria as either squared or absolute error. Therefore, it becomes difficult
to evaluate and compare different decisions without the specification of an
evaluation criterion.
As an illustration of binary decision-making, we describe a fairly com-
monplace medical decision task that involves diagnosing lupus – as every-
one who has watched House, M.D. is aware, lupus is a notoriously hard
disease to identify. A loss function `(θ, h) such as in Table 2.1 captures the
decision-making principles that guide the diagnosis. When the decisions
h are the same as the true but unknown observations θ, the diagnosis is
correct and there is no penalty attached. A decision h = Lupus is false
positive when the unknown true state θ = ¬Lupus. It has a cost associated
with it since treating a perfectly healthy subject with immunosuppressants
is deleterious. A diametric false negative diagnosis of h = ¬Lupus when
the patient truly has lupus (θ = Lupus) may prove fatal and hence is penal-
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Figure 2.1: Decision-making with symmetric and asymmetric distributions:
The choice of the optimal decision is a function of the user-defined loss.
When choosing a squared loss, `(θ, h) = (θ − h)2, the decision h that min-
imizes the loss is the mean. For the absolute loss, `(θ, h) = |θ − h|, the
median is the optimal decision. In the asymmetric distribution, the deci-
sion reported varies depending on the choice of loss function. When the
distribution is symmetric, however, the choice of loss function is not readily
apparent from the decision.
ized heavily. In practice though, the evaluation criteria as defined through
the loss matrix is hard to determine and achieve consensus on since the
decisions have indeterminable real-world consequences. We remark that
we have not yet incorporated the uncertainty surrounding the decision into
the decision-making process: any decision should be a carefully considered
trade-off between the uncertainty surrounding the decision and the cost
associated with being wrong.
Decision-making relies on explicit identification of two factors: the eval-
uation criteria to optimize, defined either in terms of loss or utility, and a
statistical model for the underlying process based on which the decisions are
made. The formal framework that axiomizes these assumptions is known as
decision theory. Bayesian decision theory extends this framework for ratio-
nal decision-making under model uncertainty with well-defined properties.
Both classical and Bayesian decision theory are similar insofar as they op-
erate by minimizing an expected loss E[`(θ, h)]. They, however, differ on
the quantity the expectation is over: the Bayesian approach averages over
the model parameters conditioned on the observed data, whereas classical
decision theory defines the expected loss as an average over data sampled
i.i.d. from the statistical model (Murphy, 2012).
In this chapter, we outline the principles upon which Bayesian inference
and Bayesian decision theory build. We begin with an overview of Bayes’
theorem and its components to provide the basis of uncertainty quantifi-
cation and model selection. We follow up with a discussion of classical
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Table 2.1: An example of asymmetric loss functions that are widespread
in many decision-making applications. The columns correspond to the de-
cisions, h, made by the model while the rows are the classes of true, but
unknown, observations θ. The correct diagnosis along the diagonal carry
no penalty. Since the cost associated with the decision is a function of the
nature of the error made, false positives and false negatives are associated
with varying penalties.
h
θ Lupus ¬ Lupus
Lupus 0 -100
¬ Lupus -1 0
inference techniques that approximate the true Bayesian posterior in Sec-
tion 2.2. In particular, we expand on automatic variational inference tech-
niques (Carpenter et al., 2017; Titsias and Lázaro-Gredilla, 2014) which
use stochastic gradient descent to optimize the variational objective. This
discussion helps build up the contributions we make in Chapters 3 and 4.
We next lay down the principles of Bayesian decision theory and concretize
notions of Bayes optimal decisions that optimize the posterior risk or gain.
We show that substituting the true posteriors with their approximations
yields decisions that are sub-optimal with respect to the true posteriors
and argue that loss-agnostic approximate inference techniques should be
abandoned in favor of inference methods that are aware of the loss or util-
ity function. Lastly, on a different note, we briefly cover the importance
sampling necessary for developing theory in Chapter 3.
2.1 Bayes’ theorem
Bayes’ theorem forms the cornerstone of Bayesian inference and provides
a basis for uncertainty quantification and a means to update our beliefs
about model parameters. Statistical models are useful simplifications of
data-generating mechanisms that allow us to capture the data using prob-
ability distributions. In the Bayesian context, assumptions about the data-
generating process are encoded via the joint density composed of the like-
lihood function and the prior. By conditioning the joint density on the
observed data, we get posteriors over our model parameters that reflect
our model uncertainty after having seen the data. Such posteriors can be
used to simulate data points to compare with the observed data to test
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our model assumptions or to make decisions that take account of model
uncertainty. The Bayesian view of learning as posterior inference makes it
very versatile and it is hard to overstate its importance.
We now formalize the notation used throughout this thesis. The data
or observations that are produced by the data-generating mechanism are
denoted as D. In supervised setups such as classification and regression,
the data, D = {xn, yn}Nn=1, consists of N input-output pairs where x ∈ X
refers to the covariates or features from the feature space X and y ∈ Y are
the observations drawn from the observation space Y, which is discrete for
classification tasks and real-valued for regression tasks. In unsupervised
cases, such as clustering or k-nearest neighbors, the data D = {xn}Nn=1
includes only the covariates x ∈ X . A statistical model is represented as a
joint density p(D, θ) where θ ∈ Θ refers to the unknown model parameters
of interest and Θ is the parameter space. The joint density can be decom-
posed as p(D, θ) = p(D|θ)p(θ) where p(D|θ) is the conditional density of the
data for a given parameter, also known as the likelihood or the sampling
distribution, and p(θ) represents our prior uncertainty about the model
parameters θ. A simple application of the rules of conditional probability,
results in the Bayes’ theorem which yields the posterior density p(θ|D) of
the model parameters conditioned on the data as
p(θ|D) = p(D|θ)p(θ)
p(D) . (2.1)
Breaking the equation down, the likelihood p(D|θ), which is a function of
θ, is typically a probability density from a well-known parametric family of
distributions – for instance, the exponential family (Morris, 1982). Bissiri
et al. (2016) generalizes the Bayesian update framework to cases where
the likelihood can be an arbitrary loss function. We use this generalized
Bayesian framework to develop techniques that minimize the empirical risk
in Chapter 4. Since the denominator p(D) is constant with respect to θ,
Equation 2.1 also yields the unnormalized posterior density
p∗(θ|D) = p(D|θ)p(θ) ∝ p(θ|D).
The denominator p(D) is the normalization constant that ensures p(θ|D)
is a density that integrates to one. However, p(D) is typically hard to




Bayes’ theorem permits us to test our model assumptions by predicting
objectively testable and observable quantities, known as predictive infer-
ence (Gelman et al., 2013). In the context of supervised learning, the prior
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predictive distribution is the distribution of an unknown but observable D
marginalized over the prior density
p(D) =
∫
p(D, θ) dθ =
∫
p(D|θ)p(θ) dθ.
This has the same form as Equation 2.2, but is a function of D. The
posterior predictive distribution provides a distribution of an unknown and
unobservable D̂ = {x̂, ŷ}, after conditioning θ on the observed D, as
p(D̂|D) =
∫
p(D̂, θ|D) dθ =
∫
p(D̂|θ)p(θ|D) dθ.
We will frequently refer to the posterior predictive distribution while dis-
cussing decision-making strategies in this chapter and in Chapter 4. We
point the reader to Gelman et al. (2013) for a comprehensive discussion of
model evaluation, model comparison and data analysis from the Bayesian
perspective.
2.2 Approximate Inference
Bayes’ theorem offers a coherent, theoretical basis for conditioning the
model parameters θ on the observations D, but the model evidence p(D)
that is crucial for posterior density evaluation and model averaging often
causes practical problems. The computational difficulty of p(D) scales ex-
ponentially with the dimensionality of θ – when θ is high-dimensional, as
it is in most models of practical interest, the evaluation of p(D) becomes
analytically intractable. In such cases, the model evidence can be approxi-
mated using numerical methods. However, naive Monte Carlo approxima-
tion techniques for estimating p(D) suffer from high variances depriving the
estimates of any practical significance. Other more sophisticated sampling
techniques such as bridge sampling (Gronau et al., 2017) produce more re-
liable estimates of the model evidence for a limited set of high-dimensional
models. Fourment et al. (2019) lists different ways with varying accuracy of
approximating the model evidence including, but not limited to, variational
inference and path sampling.
Our interest, however, is in inferring the posterior distribution p(θ|D)
and estimating the model evidence is simply a means to that end. A careful
choice of priors and likelihood such that the posterior lies in the same
parametric family as the prior allows estimating the posterior by avoiding
evaluation of p(D) altogether. This property, known as conjugacy, allows
the normalized posterior density to be estimated analytically in closed-form.
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Although conjugate priors enjoy popular use because of their simplifying
computation and ease of interpretation, they restrict the choice of models
that we can run inference on by limiting our options to a narrow set of
compatible likelihoods and priors, forcing us to make modeling assumptions
that are sometimes inconsistent with the observed data. This shortcoming
opens up opportunities for more generic and powerful approximate inference
techniques, that have the potential to run inference on a wider variety of
non-conjugate models with assumptions that are not constrained by our
ability to run inference. Approximate inference methods, as introduced in
Chapter 1, are a broad class of techniques that approximate the posterior
either with Monte Carlo approximations or via minimization of a divergence
measure between the posterior and its proxy.
2.2.1 Sampling-based methods
Sampling-based methods refer to a family of algorithms that generate sam-
ples from the posterior, θs ∼ p(θ|D), to estimate quantities of interest such
as the posterior predictive. The expectation of a function f representing








The accuracy of sampling-based methods is a function of the effective sam-
ple size obtained after accounting for correlation between samples. Al-
though asymptotically exact in theory, sampling-based methods can be
classified as approximate methods because the number of samples is fi-
nite and depends on computational and practical constraints. Moreover,
there exists no definitive guarantee of the samples accurately representing
the posterior distribution. The precise method of generating the posterior
samples θs varies depending on the properties of the model, giving rise to a
diverse class of techniques known as Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)
methods that sample efficiently from high-dimensional spaces.
Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984), a standard choice for hier-
archical Bayesian models, samples each component θi of the parameters θ
iteratively, conditional on the rest of the components θ\i. When the mod-
els are conditionally conjugate, that is p(θi|θ\i,D) is conjugate, and the
posteriors have weak dependencies, we can sample conditionally in closed-
form making Gibbs sampling a very efficient sampling strategy. In point
of fact, Gibbs sampling is a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm (Metropolis et al., 1953), the workhorse of MCMC methods. It is a
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Algorithm 1: The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
Initialize θ0
for s = 0, 1, . . . S do
θs+1 ∼ q(θs+1|θs)
Compute acceptance probability r from Equation 2.3.
u ∼ Uniform(0, 1)
θs+1 =
{
θs+1, if u < r
θs, if u ≥ r
end
generic method to construct a Markov chain that is ergodic and stationary
with respect to the posterior density, and therefore generates samples from
the posterior. It uses an asymmetric proposal kernel q(θs+1|θs) to propose








where p∗(θ|D) refers to the unnormalized posterior density. Variations
to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm retain its general algorithmic flavor
shown in Algorithm 1, while modifying the proposal θs+1 so as to increase
the probability of acceptance. Hamiltonian Monte Carlo techniques such
as the NUTS sampler (Hoffman and Gelman, 2014), are improvements of
Metropolis-Hastings algorithms which make use of first-order gradient in-
formation from the log joint density log p(D, θ) to minimize random walk
behavior and correlation between successive samples, paving way for quicker
convergence to the posterior density.
MCMC methods historically suffered from a lack of definitive criteria
for assessing convergence. Convergence diagnostics such as R̂ (Gelman and
Rubin, 1992; Vehtari et al., 2019), which measure convergence by checking
if chains have mixed well by comparing between- and within-chain esti-
mates, have addressed this drawback. MCMC methods also scale poorly
since the computational complexity grows with the size of the data set
|D|. Several works seek to remedy this shortcoming, the most prominent
of which is Seita et al. (2017) which outlines a theoretically sound vari-
ant of acceptance tests for minibatches that account for the variance in
minibatch statistics leading to a scalable variant of Metropolis-Hastings.
Finally, we note that characterizations of sampling-based methods using
summary statistics or quantiles can be used in the context of post-hoc cal-
ibration of the posterior density in Chapter 4. Since in-depth discussion of
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sampling-based methods is not necessary for developments in this thesis,
we point the reader to Brooks et al. (2011) and Robert and Casella (2005)
as comprehensive sources of sampling-based methods.
2.2.2 Optimization-based methods
Optimization-based methods operate by casting the problem of posterior
inference as one optimization of a divergence measure between a distribu-
tional approximation and the posterior. The distributional approximation
qλ(θ) is a parametric family of distributions characterized by the variational
parameters λ. These parameters are tuned to find a member of the varia-
tional family that minimizes the divergence measure D(q‖p) and is thereby
the closest approximate of the posterior p(θ|D). Such a divergence measure
D(q‖p) measures the difference between the approximation and the poste-
rior such that D(q‖p) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if p(θ|D) = qλ(θ). One










where f(t) is concave and f(1) = 0. Commonly used divergence measures
are obtained as special cases of the f -divergence: the χ2 divergence is
obtained when f(t) = (t−1)2; Rényi divergence (Li and Turner, 2016) when
f(t) = 4(1 − t(1+α)/2)/(1− α2); and forward and reverse KL-divergence
when f(t) = t log t and f(t) = − log t, respectively.
The KL divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) is perhaps the most
commonly used divergence measure in machine learning literature (Bishop,
2006). Also known as information gain or mutual entropy, the KL diver-






Since KL(q‖p) 6= KL(p‖q), the KL divergence is an asymmetric measure
yielding two different approximate inference techniques depending on the
ordering of qλ(θ) and p(θ|D). Expectation propagation (Minka, 2001) op-
timizes the forward KL divergence KL(p‖q) to generate global approxi-
mations of p(θ|D) via local moment-matching. Variational inference, in
contrast, optimizes the reverse KL divergence KL(q‖p) to produce more
compact, local approximations that tend to underestimate the posterior
variance. In this thesis, we develop modifications to variational inference.
Since the contributions in this thesis primarily deal with automatic varia-
tional approximations (Kucukelbir et al., 2017; Titsias and Lázaro-Gredilla,
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2014; Kingma and Welling, 2014; Ranganath et al., 2014), we devote Sec-
tion 2.3 to expanding on stochastic optimization techniques with different
types of Monte Carlo estimators used in automating variational inference.
Throughout this thesis we work with fully-factorized approximations






Although the mean-field assumption is computationally efficient it under-
estimates posterior variance (MacKay, 2003) and does not model poste-
rior dependencies. While the mean-field assumption makes the most inde-
pendence assumptions, the technique of factorizing approximation can be
generalized to partly factorized approximations that make posterior depen-
dency assumptions between a subset of the model parameters as well as
full-rank approximations that model dependencies between every parame-
ter.
For the sake of completeness, we briefly outline structured and flexible
variational approaches that better model the posterior and capture pos-
terior dependencies. Hierarchical variational inference (Ranganath et al.,
2016b) posits a two-level hierarchical approximation that draws the mean-
field variational parameters λ from a multivariate prior qα(λ). This induces
a family of distributions with the variational parameters marginalized out:
qα(θ) =
∫
qα(λ)qλ(θ)dλ. The marginalization allows the approximation to
capture posterior dependencies. Boosting variational inference (BVI) (Guo
et al., 2017; Locatello et al., 2018) extends the variational framework such
that the approximation is a member of the set of all possible finite mixtures
of a parametric base distribution. Inspired by gradient boosting (Friedman,
2000), BVI successively improves accuracy of the approximation by adding
a new variational component qkλ(θ) from the base distribution to produce
efficient and flexible approximations to multi-model posteriors.
Amortized approaches such as variational autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma
and Welling, 2014; Kingma et al., 2016) and normalizing flows (Rezende
and Mohamed, 2015) amortize the cost of inference by sharing variational
parameters across data points in D. VAEs approximate the posteriors
via an amortized mean-field approximation conditional on the datapoints:
qλ(θ|D) =
∏|D|
i=1 qλ(θi|Di). The variational parameters λ are parameters of
a neural network that learns a non-linear mapping from the data point Di
to θi. Normalizing flows construct variational approximations to complex
posteriors by passing a simple parameter-free density function through a
sequence of invertible transformations until the approximation attains the
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desired level of complexity. We refer the reader to Zhang et al. (2019) for
an overview of recent trends and innovations in variational inference.
2.3 Variational Inference
Variational inference posits a variational family qλ(θ) and selects a mem-
ber of this family to approximate the posterior p(θ|D) by minimizing the
reverse KL divergence KL(q‖p) in Equation 2.4. The approximation qλ(θ)
is typically under-parameterized, resulting in variational inference being
categorized as approximate since the true posterior p(θ|D) is often not a
member of the variational family. Since it is impractical to directly min-
imize KL(q‖p), we instead maximize a functionally equivalent quantity,
the evidence lower bound L(λ), and prove that maximization of the lower
bound corresponds to the minimization of the KL-divergence. To show this
equivalence we first derive the evidence lower bound L(λ).















The inequality appearing in Equation 2.5 arises from Jensen’s rule. From










p(θ,D) dθ + log p(D),
= −L(λ) + log p(D).
This leads to the equivalence
KL(q‖p) + L(λ) = log p(D).
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic that provides a visual intuition of how max-
imizing L(λ) is functionally equivalent to minimizing the KL(q‖p). The
lower bound L(λ) ≤ log p(D) with equality at KL(q‖p) = 0. The vari-
ational objective to optimize is therefore the evidence lower bound L(λ)








Figure 2.2: Schematics for variational inference (left) and the reparameter-
ization trick (right). The model evidence p(D) is the sum of the evidence
lower bound L(λ) and KL(q‖p). Maximizing the lower bound produces op-
timal variational parameters λ∗ that yields an approximation qλ∗(θ) which
minimizes KL(q‖p). The lower bound is optimized via gradient descent.
However, the gradient of the lower bound ∇λL(λ) with respect to λ cannot
be calculated easily as the expectation in Equation 2.6 is over qλ(θ). By
reparameterizing θ = fλ(ε) with a deterministic transformation, the expec-
tations over qλ(θ) can be rewritten as expectations over a parameter-free
density q0(ε) as shown in Equation 2.11. This allows ∇λL(λ) to be easily








= Eq [log p(D, θ)− log qλ(θ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(θ)
, (2.6)
= Eq [log p(D, θ)]− Eq [log qλ(θ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Entropy term: H(q)
,
where we abbreviate qλ(θ) as q for clarity and
g(θ) = log p(D, θ)− log qλ(θ). (2.7)
Thus, KL(q‖p) is minimized with optimal variational parameters λ∗ ob-
tained as
λ∗ = arg max
λ
L(λ).
Gradient-based optimization is the tool of choice for maximizing L(λ). Tra-
ditional methods use coordinate ascent to optimize L(λ) analytically in
closed form (Blei et al., 2017; Jordan et al., 1999). The mean-field assump-
tion allows the fully-factorized variational approximation to be updated
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Algorithm 2: SGD for variational inference
input : data D, model p(D, θ), the variational approximation
qλ(θ), batches B
output: optimal variational parameters λ∗
Initialize counter t = 0.
Set rate schedule ρt as per Robbins-Monro condition.
Initialize λ.
while L(λ) has not converged do
Select a minibatch Db from D
Estimate ∇λL(λ) for Db using Equation 2.10 or 2.12
λt+1 ← λt + ρt∇λL(λt)
Increment iteration counter t
end
Return λ∗ ← λ
successively until convergence as
qiλ(θ) ∝ exp(Eq\i [log p(D, θ)]),
where q\i refers to all factors excluding qiλ(θ). As long as the model is
conditionally conjugate, the expectations over q\i can be obtained analyti-
cally. Although they converge rapidly, coordinate ascent techniques require
updates that are tedious to derive and prone to error. The inference pro-
cedure is model-specific and non-conjugate models require local variational
approximations to obtain analytical expectations. A comprehensive review
of mean-field techniques for exponential families can be found in Jordan
et al. (1999) and Blei et al. (2017).
The advent of automatic differentiation frameworks (Abadi et al., 2016;
Salvatier et al., 2016; Kucukelbir et al., 2017) has ushered in more generic
inference schemes to solve a broader variety of models. Gradient-based
optimization of the variational objective L(λ) requires computing the gra-
dient
∇λL(λ) = ∇λEq [g(θ)] . (2.8)
Assuming the gradient ∇λL(λ) can be estimated through black-box
methods, it is straightforward to devise a stochastic gradient descent pro-
cedure (Robbins and Monro, 1951), with a rate schedule that follows the
Robbins-Monro condition, shown in Algorithm 2. This updates λ with
stochastic estimates of ∇λL(λ) to obtain optimal variational parameters
λ∗. We now outline three schemes of varying accuracy that produce unbi-
ased Monte Carlo estimates of Equation 2.8.
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2.3.1 Score function gradients
The score function gradient (Cox and Hinkley, 1979; Ranganath et al.,
2014) uses the log derivative trick to estimate ∇λL(λ). It is based on the
general identity for gradients of logarithms




Using this identity, we obtain the gradient

























= Eq [g(θ)∇λ log qλ(θ)] (2.9)
where g(θ) is the shorthand notation in Equation 2.7. Unwrapping the
equation, we first change the order of integration and differentiation and
take the derivative of the product using the product rule. We now show
how the quantity (a) is 0. From the definition of g(θ) in Equation 2.7 we
observe that both terms reduce to 0: ∇λ log p(D, θ) = 0 since it is constant
with respect to λ and by application of the log deriviative trick and using
the fact that qλ(θ) is a density function integrating to 1, we conclude that
Eq[∇λ log qλ(θ)] = 0. The crucial observation in Equation 2.9 is that the
gradient is over the variational approximation and not over g(θ). Therefore,
as long as the approximation is differentiable, it does not matter if the log
density g(θ) is differentiable. We can obtain Monte Carlo estimates of the






g(θm)∇λ log qλ(θm), θm ∼ qλ(θ) (2.10)
This makes the approach very general: as long as we pick an approxima-
tion for which derivatives are easy to compute we can perform variational
inference for any model.
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Although the score function estimator is unbiased, it suffers from a
high variance that robs the estimates of any practical value leading to
small step sizes and slow convergence. The variance can be reduced by
using control variates (Boyle, 1977). A control variate h(θ) is a family of
functions that shares the same expectation. It can be added to the score
function estimator to reduce the variance while retaining the expectations.
Consider, for instance, the control variate parameterized by a
ĝ(θ) = g(θ)− a (h(θ)− Eq[h(θ)]) .
A prudent choice of a yields a function ĝ(θ) that has Eq[g] = Eq[ĝ] with a
reduced variance Varq[ĝ] < Varq[g]. The value of a depends on the choice
of h. Applying the variance operator across the equation yields
Varq[ĝ(θ)] = Varq[g(θ)] + a
2Varq[(h(θ)]− 2aCovq(g, h).
We see that a choice of a and h that maximizes 2aCovq(g, h) results in
maximal variance reduction in ĝ(θ). To get the optimal a∗, for instance, we
differentiate with respect to a and set the equation to zero to obtain a∗ =
Covq(g, h)/Varq[(h(θ)]. While control variates help reduce the variance
of score function estimators, reparameterization methods, discussed next,
yield unbiased estimators with much lower variances
2.3.2 Reparameterization methods
A low-variance estimator of ∇λL(λ) can be obtained by representing the
model parameters θ as deterministic transformations of samples from a
standard, parameter-free distribution, ε ∼ q0(ε) (Opper and Archambeau,
2009; Salimans and Knowles, 2013; Kingma and Welling, 2014; Titsias and
Lázaro-Gredilla, 2014; Kucukelbir et al., 2017). The gradient ∇λEq[g(θ)] is
difficult to compute since the variational parameters are tied to the expec-
tation via qλ(θ), thereby preventing the gradient from passing through the
expectation. This issue can be rectified by reparameterizing θ and chang-
ing the expectation to be over a parameter-free distribution q0(ε) that is
independent of the variational parameters λ. The reparameterization trick
samples ε ∼ q0(ε) and transforms it to samples θ ∼ qλ(θ) through the
deterministic transformation θ = fλ(ε). The transformation fλ(ε) must be
differentiable and invertible. The inverse transformation ε = sλ(θ) is known
as the standardization function as it transforms θ back to samples from the
underlying noise distribution. By a change of variables, the expectation
over qλ(θ) can be transformed into an expectation over the parameter-free
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distribution q0(ε) as





g(fλ(ε)) + log |detJf (ε, λ)|
)]
, (2.11)
where g(θ) is the shorthand notation in Equation 2.7. The log determinant
of the Jacobian |detJf (ε, λ)| accounts for the change in volume introduced
by the transformation fλ(ε). Since the expectation Eq0 [g(fλ(θ))] no longer
depends on λ, the gradient ∇λ can be brought into the expectation term.
However, for the reparametrization trick to work, g(θ) should be differen-
tiable with respect to the variational parameters. This stands in contrast to
score function estimators that require only the variational approximation







∇λ (g(fλ(εm)) + log |detJf (εm, λ)|) , where ε ∼ q0(ε).
(2.12)
The Monte Carlo estimates based on reparameterization are unbiased and
have been empirically shown to have low variance (Kucukelbir et al., 2017)
which is ascribed to the gradients of g(θ) being better informed about the
direction of the posterior mode. Although the entropy term in Equation 2.6
can be estimated analytically, evaluating entropy with Monte Carlo sam-
ples provides estimates with low variance as the approximation approaches
the true posterior. Roeder et al. (2017) show that the reparameterization
gradient can be decomposed into a path derivative and a score function. By
dropping the score function as the approximation converged, they obtained
a lower variance estimator of the gradient.
Illustration: Normal Approximations
For further clarity, we provide a practical example of using reparameteriza-
tion gradients in the context of full-rank Gaussian variational approxima-
tions, following Titsias and Lázaro-Gredilla (2014). Full-rank variational
inference approximates the posterior p(θ|D) as a multivariate normal distri-
bution N (θ;µ,L) where µ is the mean and L is the Cholesky decomposition
of the covariance matrix Σ. We reparameterize θ as a deterministic trans-
formation of a parameter-free base distribution q0(ε). This can be done by
choosing as the base distribution the standard normal, and drawing samples
ε ∼ N (0, 1). The draws ε can be transformed to θ with the deterministic
location-scale transformation θ = Lε+µ. For this choice of transformation
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N (ε; 0, I) log p(D, Lε+ µ)|L|N (ε; 0, I) dε
= EN (ε;0,I)) [log p(D, Lε+ µ) + log |L|] + H(N (ε; 0, I)),
where H(.) is the entropy and the Jacobian of the reverse transformation
ε = L−1(θ − µ) is |L| and accounts for the change of variables. Since the
expectation is now over the standard distribution N (ε; 0, 1) that does not
depend on the parameters µ or L of the approximation, we can evaluate
derivatives with respect to them. Using the chain rule with the identities
∇µ(Lε+ µ) = 1 and ∇L(Lε+ µ) = ε,
E [∇µ log p(D, Lε+ µ)] = E [∇θ log p(D, θ)] , (2.13)
E [∇L log p(D, Lε+ µ)] = E
[
∇θ log p(D, θ)εT
]
. (2.14)
We drop H as it is a constant and use the identity ∇L log |L| = diag(L)−1
where diag retrieves the vector of diagonals elements. We could also con-
sider more complex transformations from ε to θ by successively applying
the change of variables technique. For example, by setting θ = exp(Lε+µ)
we could constrain θ to take only positive values.
Implicit Reparameterization
Reparameterization gradients require that the variational approximation be
expressible as a deterministic transformation fλ(ε). However, this clause
is quite restrictive since it precludes a number of standard distributions
such as the Gamma, Beta or Dirichlet distribution from use as variational
approximations owing to the lack of a simple deterministic transformation.
Some workarounds, such as Ruiz et al. (2016), extend the reparameteriza-
tion gradient to a wider class of approximations by using transformations
that lead to a base distribution q0(ε;λ), which weakly depend on the vari-
ational parameters.
Although the cumulative density function (CDF) of the approximation
serves as a universal standardization function sλ(θ), inverting it to obtain
the transformation fλ(ε) is difficult and finding derivatives of the inverted
CDF is hard. Figurnov et al. (2018) proposed the following alternative
reparameterization scheme that takes advantage of implicit gradients and
does not require inversion of the standardization function.
∇λEq [g(θ)] = Eq [∇θg(θ)∇λθ] ; ∇λθ = ∇λfλ(ε)|ε=sλ(θ).
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Figurnov et al. (2018) observe that the gradient ∇λθ can be calculated
by implicit differentiation. Applying the total derivative to the equality






Note that the gradient ∇λθ requires access only to the standardization
function sλ(θ) and there is no need for fλ(θ) to be explicitly defined or
analytically tractable. When fλ(θ) is a location-scale transformation, both
implicit and explicit reparameterization gradients produce the same results.
However, when no location-scale transformation exists and fλ(θ) cannot be
defined, we can use a universal standardization function such as the CDF
to estimate the gradients. A CDF such as sλ(θ) = Fλ(θ) ∼ Uniform(0, 1).




where the denominator ∇θsλ(θ) = ∇θFλ(θ) = qλ(θ). The numerator
∇λFλ(θ) requires differentiating the CDF with respect to λ. When the CDF
is intractable, as in the case of Gamma and von Mises distributions (Fig-
urnov et al., 2018), one can simply use forward differentiation of numerical
approximations – such as Bhattacharjee (1970) – of the CDF. Therefore, as
long as the CDF is numerically tractable, implicit reparameterization yields
low-variance estimates of the gradient. Practical implementations of im-
plicit reparameterization routines is available in Tensorflow Probability
(Dillon et al., 2017)
This concludes our discussion of automatic methods for optimizing the
variational objective. Now that we have covered the necessary elements of
approximate Bayesian inference, in the next section we turn our attention
to a statistical framework for decision-making with Bayesian posteriors.
2.4 Decision Theory
A statistical decision problem can be thought of as a game between a sta-
tistical model and the data-generating mechanism (Murphy, 2012). In this
game, the data-generating mechanism picks a parameter θ∗ ∈ Θ which is
hidden from the model, and generates a set of features x ∈ X that are
observed by the model as well as a set of outputs y ∈ Y that are unknown
to the model and the dataset D = {x, y}. The task of the model then is to
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produce a decision, h ∈ H, from a set of plausible decisions. The nature
of decision h and the decision space H depends upon the kind of task we
intend to solve. In standard estimation tasks, the decision h amounts to
estimating a parameter that minimizes a loss `(θ∗, h) that measures the
compatibility of h with the true, hidden θ∗. This is achieved by minimiz-
ing the expected loss, known as the risk, over the sampling distribution
p(D̂|θ∗),







where we use the notation h(D̂) to imply that the parameter estimate is
obtained from the data D̂ sampled from “nature’s distribution” p(D̂|θ∗)
parameterized by the true parameter θ∗. However, this formulation is not
very practical — the risk cannot be evaluated since it requires access to the
true data-generating distribution p(D̂|θ∗). This classical decision theoretic
formulation can still be of use in the standard predictive settings to predict
unknown outcomes y via empirical risk minimization.
In predictive tasks, we are interested in predicting the observable but
unknown outcome y ∈ Y . The decisions h are chosen to minimize the loss
function `(y, h) which measures the compatibility of the decisions h with
the outcomes y. Standard examples of such losses include the squared loss
`(y, h) = (y − h)2 and absolute loss `(y, h) = |y − h| when Y is continuous.
In discrete binary classification tasks, the loss of choice is the 0 – 1 loss
`(y, h) = 1(y 6= h). The optimal predictions h∗ that minimize the expected
loss in predictive setups is defined as




where h(x) signifies the decision h is a prediction based on x. While the
true distribution p(D̂|θ∗) is still unknown, we can now use simple empirical
approximations based on the data set D to approximate the expected loss
as
E












where δ is the Dirac delta function. Empirical risk minimization finds
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optimal decisions h∗ to minimize the empirical risk







We utilize the empirical risk for post-hoc calibration of Bayesian poste-
riors in Section 4.2. Next, we discuss the Bayesian approach to decision
making which provides an alternative definition of the expected loss. In-
stead of defining the expectation over the true data-generating distribution,
Bayesian decision theory defines the expected loss over the posterior of the
model parameters p(θ|D). This allows the Bayesian decision framework to
be applied effortlessly in both estimation and prediction tasks.
2.4.1 Bayesian decision theory
Bayesian decision theory outlines sound principles of decision-making under
posterior uncertainty p(θ|D). It depends on the determination of three
components:
1. a loss function `(θ, h) that measures the compatibility of the decision
h with θ,
2. the conditional distribution p(D|θ) that defines the likelihood of the
observations D under the parameters θ,
3. a prior p(θ) on the parameter θ.
Any linear transformation of the loss function `(θ, h)
˜̀(θ, h) = α · `(θ, h) + β, α > 0.
can serve in its place (Berger, 1985). The optimal decision h remains the
same for this family of loss function since any h that minimizes `(θ, h) also
minimizes ˜̀(θ, h). It is sometimes more natural to formulate a decision
problem in terms of a utility function u(θ, h) that measures the reward
associated with predicting h when the true state is θ. Upon constructing
u(θ, h), a simple linear transformation such as
`(θ, h) = −u(θ, h)
yields an equivalent loss function. The maximization of the utility can
therefore be recast as the minimization of the loss and vice versa. Without
loss of generality, the loss function is assumed to be non-negative for conve-
nience’s sake; and hence, it naturally follows that u(θ, h) is negative. How-
ever, derivations for the loss-calibrated variational bound in Section 4.1,
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require defining u(θ, h) to be greater than 0. In order to define a coher-
ent utility function in such cases, we can use an alternative loss-to-utility
transformation
u(θ, h) = M − `(θ, h)
where M ≥ supθ,h `(θ, h) yielding u(θ, h) ≥ 0. Although the assumption
that the loss `(θ, h) is bounded from above by M limits the transforma-
tion to losses that are bounded, we develop empirical heuristics in Subsec-
tion 4.1.4 that allow transformation to positive utilities even in cases where
the loss is not bounded.
We adopt an unconventional definition of u(θ, h) that allows our discus-
sion of decision theory to be applicable to both estimation and prediction




ũ(y, h)p(y|θ,D) dy in predictive settings,
ũ(θ, h) in estimation settings.
(2.15)
The utility for estimation tasks is by definition simply ũ(θ, h) for the pa-
rameters θ over the dataset D. Defining the utility function for predictive
tasks is a little more involved. First, we do not model the marginal dis-
tribution p(x) of x. Second, since the decisions h are conditional on x,
we make pointwise decisions h(x) for every x ∈ X . Thus, the conditional




Having developed a language for utility specification we can define the gain
or the expected posterior utility as
Gpu(h) =
∫
p(θ|D)u(θ, h) dθ. (2.16)
An equivalent formulation can be obtained by defining the risk or the ex-
pected posterior loss as
Rp` (h) =
∫
p(θ|D)`(θ, h) dθ. (2.17)
Of course, since the posterior expectation is rarely computed analytically,







ũ(θm, h), θm ∼ p(θ|D).
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The definition of Bayesian risk as the expected loss over the posterior distri-
bution p(θ|D) allows evaluating risk in estimation settings. For predictive








ũ(ys,m, h), θm ∼ p(θ|D), ys,m ∼ p(y|θm,D).
We use S samples from the posterior distribution and SM samples from
the posterior predictive.
Rational decision making is defined in terms of the maximum expected
utility principle. That is, the Bayes optimal decision that maximizes the
gain is obtained as
h∗ = arg max
h∈H
Gpu(h) ≡ arg min
h∈H
Rp` (h).
As a final point, as we have discussed before, the posterior p(θ|D) is
intractable and substituting the approximation q(θ) in place of p(θ|D) does
not always preserve the integrity of Bayesian decision making.
2.4.2 Approximate Decision Theory
The Bayesian decision framework operates under the assumption that the
posterior p(θ|D) provides necessary and sufficient information to make
Bayes optimal decisions. It can however be argued (Lacoste-Julien et al.,
2011) that the decisions made under approximate posteriors q(θ) are not
optimal with respect to p(θ|D) unless the true posterior itself is a member
of the approximation family. We will develop techniques and heuristics
that calibrate the approximate posteriors for addressing this discrepancy
between the decisions in Chapter 4.
The major drawback of approximation methods is that they view pos-
terior inference in isolation and ignore the wider context of their appli-
cability in optimal decision making. Classical approximation techniques
discussed in Section 2.3 focus on approximating the general properties of
the Bayesian posterior such as its moments and skew. While this is essen-
tial for faithful representation of the posterior, these techniques are trained
in a loss-agnostic manner and do not necessarily minimize the expected
decision-theoretic loss over the posterior p(θ|D). The standard routine for
handling decision-making with approximations is to infer q(θ) as a proxy
to the true posterior p(θ|D) and choose a decision that minimizes the ex-
pected approximate loss. But this two-step breakdown of inference and
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decision-making yields suboptimal decisions. Consider, for instance, the
q-risk, which is the expected loss under the approximation q(θ),
Rq`(h) =
∫
q(θ)`(θ, h) dθ. (2.18)
The optimal decision that minimizes the q-risk Rq`(h), referred to as the
q-optimal action hq (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2011), then is
hq = arg min
h∈H
Rq`(h).
However, hq is not optimal with respect to the p-risk Rp` (h) over the pos-
terior, and
hq 6= hp = arg min
h∈H
∫
p(θ|D)`(θ, h) dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rp` (h)
.
Approximate decision theory reformulates risk minimization with a dif-
ferent objective: we couple inference and decision-making by choosing a
suitable approximation q(θ) that in addition to minimizing a discrepancy
measure D(q‖p) also yields q-optimal decision hq that minimizes the pos-
terior risk Rp` (hq)
qopt = arg min
q∈Q
D(q‖p) +Rp` (hq),
where Q is the variational family. Although the quantity Rp` (hq) is still
intractable, practical algorithms outlined in Chapter 4 minimize an ap-
proximation to this quantity.
2.5 Importance Sampling
In Chapter 3, we will need techniques that help us approximate the expecta-
tion of a function f(θ) over a target density p(θ) when such an expectation





We can obtain a Monte Carlo estimate of this integral by approximating
it with a set of samples θs, where s = 1, . . . , S, drawn independently from






f(θs), where θs ∼ p(θ).
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The estimator f̂ is consistent and converges in mean to Ep[f ] such that






(f − Ep[f ])2
]
.
The estimator f̂ is valid only so long as we are able to draw independent
samples from p(θ).
Importance sampling (Hesterberg, 1988; Bishop, 2006) is a technique
to approximate the expectation Ep[f ], when we lack a mechanism for ef-
ficiently sampling from p(θ). A proposal density q(θ), from which we are















f(θs), where θs ∼ q(θ).
The fractions p(θs)/q(θs) are the importance weights that correct the bias
introduced by sampling from the wrong distribution q(θ). The samples θs
are appropriately weighting depending on how likely they are under the
target distribution p(θs) — samples that fall in the high-density regions
of p(θ) are weighted up while those that lie in its low-density regions are
effectively discarded as the importance weights tend to be close to zero.
The target density p(θ) is not always normalized and sometimes is
known only up to normalization constant Zp. In such cases, we have access
only to the unnormalized density p̃(θ) such that p(θ) = p̃(θ)/Zp. With im-
portance sampling, we can utilize p̃(θ) to evaluate Ep[f ]. We use a proposal
distribution with similar structure as p(θ) such that q(θ) = q̃(θ)/Zq where
q̃(θ) and Zq are the unnormalized proposal density and the normalization





















f(θs) where θs ∼ q(θ)
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Here, rs = p̃(θs)/q̃(θs) are the unnormalized importance ratios. We can use















































The normalized importance weights are defined to be ws = rs/
∑
t rt. It
remains important to carefully choose q(θ) to match the target density
p(θ). A poor choice of q(θ) will yield a set of importance weights ws that
are dominated by a few weights leading to reduced effective sample size.
Even worse, if none of the samples from q(θ) fall in regions where f(θ)p(θ)
is large, the sample variances of rs and rsf(θs) may be small even if the
estimate of the expectation is wrong (Bishop, 2006). This has the poten-
tial to produce estimates that have arbitrary error without access to any
diagnostic information. This shortcoming has been recently rectified by
Pareto-smoothed importance weighting (Vehtari et al., 2015) which stabi-
lizes importance weights by fitting a generalized Pareto distribution to the
upper tail of the importance ratios to provides stable estimates of effective
sample size, Monte Carlo errors estimates and convergence diagnostics.
Estimating Risk with Importance Sampling
Although our practical algorithms in Chapter 4 minimize the risk by modi-
fying either the posterior approximation (Section 4.1) or a representation of
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the posterior predictive (Section 4.2), practitioners may sometimes prefer




for the p-risk. This could be due to computational or time constraints or
lack of access to data among other reasons. In such cases, instead of using
the q-risk as a naive plug-in, we recommend an alternative strategy to




















`(θ, h) where θs ∼ q(θ).
The ratio rs = p
∗(θ|D)/q(θ) can be estimated as long as the posterior
density p(θ|D) can be evaluated up to a constant. Rainforth et al. (2020)
extend this framework by using an amortized proposal q(θ) that is loss-
aware and amortized over a family of loss functions.
2.6 Summary
We discussed the implication of the Bayes theorem in posterior uncertainty
quantification and showed how the Bayesian posterior is intractable. We
examined two major approximation methods: firstly, sampling-based meth-
ods that rely on samples from the joint density p(D, θ) to approximate the
posterior; secondly, optimization-based methods that minimize a divergence
between the posterior and a distributional approximation. In particular,
we expanded on variational inference and specified two gradient-based op-
timization techniques that rely on modern automatic differentiation tools
to minimize the variational bounds, namely, score function gradients and
reparameterization gradients. We then explored decision making under the
Bayesian framework and how it compares with classical decision theory. We
reformulated rational decision-making principle under approximate poste-
riors and showed that we benefit from integrating decision-making and ap-
proximate inference. We finally discussed importance sampling as a means
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of approximating expectations over target densities from which we can-
not efficiently draw independent samples. This concludes our discussion
of the background required for building the contributions in the thesis. In
Chapters 3 and 4 we discuss the novel contributions of this thesis.
Chapter 3
Faster Inference and Skewed
Densities
We introduced stochastic, gradient-based optimization techniques for vari-
ational inference in Section 2.3. These techniques rely on a combination
of automatic differentiation (Baydin et al., 2015) and Monte Carlo estima-
tors to yield stochastic approximations of the gradient of the variational
objective in Equation 2.6,
L(λ) = Eq [log p(D, θ)− log qλ(θ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(θ)
.
The gradient estimates of the lower bound L(λ) can be plugged into stan-
dard gradient descent algorithms to retrieve the parameters maximizing the
lower bound. Estimators of the gradient rely on an appropriate character-
ization of Eq[g(θ)] to obtain unbiased, computationally tractable estimates
of the gradient. Depending on the type of characterization, these estima-
tors are broadly classified into score function estimators (Subsection 2.3.1)
and reparametrization methods (Subsection 2.3.2).
In this chapter, we introduce two novel contributions that operate within
the framework of Monte Carlo gradient estimators. Firstly, we elaborate on
ways of speeding-up gradient computation by using importance-sampling to
reuse parts of the gradient that are expensive to evaluate and demonstrate
how they fit within the broader context of stochastic optimization rou-
tines. Our contribution helps improve the convergence speed of probabilis-
tic programs by offering a simple, yet effective tweak to existing stochastic
gradient algorithms that form the backbone of automatic inference engines.
Secondly, we introduce a differentiable transformation to skew standard dis-
tributions from the location-scale family for use in building differentiable
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models for skewed data as well as variational approximations that utilize
reparameterization to model skewed posteriors.
3.1 Importance Sampled Gradients
Research in optimization-based inference primarily focuses on obtaining
flexible and amortized approximations of Bayesian posteriors (Rezende and
Mohamed, 2015; Kingma and Welling, 2014; Ranganath et al., 2016a) or
on the generalization of gradient estimators to arbitrary distributions (Ruiz
et al., 2016; Naesseth et al., 2017; Figurnov et al., 2018). Most such meth-
ods discussed in Subsection 2.2.2 rely on stochastic gradient descent as the
tool of choice to solve the resulting optimization problem. Since it is such
a powerful tool, studying the stochastic optimizer in the specific context
of variational inference yields interesting insights into speeding up conver-
gence. For instance, Roeder et al. (2017) show that reduction in variance
of the gradient by removing part of the derivative as it approaches the
optimum results in quicker convergence. In this section, we construct an
importance-sampling estimator to speed-up gradient computation and pro-
pose ways in which the structure of the gradient can be exploited to obtain
faster estimates of the gradient. We then outline novel ways to employ
such gradient estimates in standard optimization routines such as stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD) and stochastic average gradient descent (SAG)
(Schatz et al., 2014).
To further illustrate this point, consider the typical reparameterization
gradient estimate with the transformation θ = fλ(ε): the computationally
intensive part of g(θ) is log p(D, θ) and its gradient with respect to the
variational parameters is written as
∇λ log p(D, θ) = ∇θ log p(D, θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
model gradients
∇λfλ(ε) +∇λ log |detJf (εm, λ)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
transformation gradients
.
The decomposition is obtained by simple application of the chain rule and
consists of two conceptual parts, namely, the model gradients and the trans-
formation gradients. The computational cost of the model gradients is a
function of the model complexity and the data size |D| because for i.i.d
data we have




where dn is the n
th data point in D. The cost of transformation gradients
depends on the complexity of the transformation fλ(ε) which is often a
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simple linear or non-linear transformation. In a standard reparameteriza-
tion setup with SGD, the bulk of the computational cost is expended on
evaluating the model gradient. The question then arises whether we could
simply reuse the model gradients to obtain new estimates of the gradient
∇λ′ log p(D, θ) for λ′ = λ+ δ, by recomputing the transformation gradients
alone to account for the change in the variational parameters. We show
that when the transformation fλ(ε) is invertible and one-to-one, importance
sampling can be utilized to estimate the new gradient ∇λ′ log p(D, θ)) by
recomputing it only partially.
3.1.1 The Importance-Sampled Estimator
Practical implementations of gradient descent to optimize the variational
objective rely on two kinds of stochastic approximations. Firstly, it uses
minibatches of data to approximate the gradient stochastically as






Secondly, it uses Monte Carlo integration to estimate the expectations oc-
curring in the lower bound and their gradients as summarized in Equa-
tion 2.10 and Equation 2.12. We introduce a third dimension of stochastic-
ity to speed up gradient computation when the gradient is over an expec-
tation approximated via Monte Carlo integration. While derived for the
specific instance of optimizing the lower bound, we note that optimization
of any differentiable function g(θ) with parameters θ, where the objective
is presented as an expectation Eq[g(θ)] over an arbitrary distribution q(θ),
can also be sped up using the techniques outlined below.
We begin by recalling that importance sampling helps approximate the
expectation when there is no mechanism to sample from the target distribu-
tion as explained in Section 2.5. Consider two variational approximations
qλ(θ) and qλ′(θ) where the variational parameters λ and λ
′ differ by a (in-
finitesimally) small value such that |λ′ − λ| ≤ δ for some small δ. We can











where the samples are drawn as θm ∼ qλ(θ) and wm = qλ′(θm)/qλ(θm)
are the importance weights. In the parlance of importance sampling, q′λ(θ)
is the target distribution and qλ(θ) is the proposal distribution that has
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similar support as the target as long as |λ′ − λ| ≤ δ. Although, the classic
use cases for importance sampling are for estimating expectations when
we cannot easily draw samples from the target density and for variance
reduction, in our case We are interested in taking samples θm ∼ qλ(θ)
that were previously used for estimating Eq[g(θ)] and reusing them for
approximating Eq′ [g(θ)] so as to avoid recomputing g(θ) for new values
of θ. Therefore, although we could sample from the target qλ′(θ) for the
purposes of this estimator, we choose not to.
The importance-sampled estimator suffers from high variance when the
density of qλ′(θ) is very different from qλ(θ), which here happens during
early stages of optimization. There are several ways to remedy this. For
instance, when θ is high-dimensional, the importance weights wm approach
zero quite rapidly. This can be avoided by applying the mean-field as-
sumption and applying the importance-sampling technique on each factor
or dimension independently, each with its own separate weights. This is
especially true when computing gradients since ∇θ log p(D, θm) can be com-
puted over each factor separately even if log p(D, θ) cannot. This is because
the gradient ∇θp(D, θm) can be evaluated over each dimension of θ sepa-
rately irrespective of the assumptions of model factorization. That is, if
the number of dimensions in θ is d, we have








We can also monitor the weights wm on each dimension to determine
at which point the importance-sampled estimate is no longer accurate
and proceed to draw a new set of samples θm to recompute the gradi-
ent from scratch. This can be achieved stochastically by using a parameter
ρ ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and specifying a threshold p, so that when ρ < p, we
recompute the gradient fully with a fresh batch of samples.
Reparameterization Gradients
We now apply the technique discussed to derive importance-sampled esti-
mators for reparameterization gradients. Under the approximation qλ(θ),
the reparameterization gradient is estimated as
∇λL(λ) = Eq0 [∇θ log p(D, θ)∇λfλ(ε) +∇λ log |detJf (ε, λ)] , (3.1)
where the expectation is under the parameter-free distribution q0(ε). We
then take a gradient step towards the direction pointed at by ∇λL(λ) to
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Algorithm 3: Importance-sampled gradients
input : Samples θm and εm, gradient ∇θp(D, θm),
standardization function s(.), current approximation λ′






Calculate ∇λL̃(λ) using Equation 3.2;
obtain the new approximation qλ′(θ). Since we have already evaluated the
computationally expensive term ∇θ log p(D, θ), we wish to reuse it when
evaluating the gradient under qλ′(θ). This is done by retaining the set of
samples θm drawn from qλ(θ) and using them to evaluate the expectation
under the approximation qλ′(θ). We proceed by first estimating for qλ′(θ)
the values ε′m that would have generated θm under the new transformation
θ = fλ′(ε
′) using the standardization function ε′m = sλ′(θm). We then re-
estimate the transformation gradients at λ′ for ε′. Given these quantities


















∇θ log p(D, θm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
model gradient




where wm = q0(ε
′)/q0(ε) are the importance weights, θm are the samples
originally drawn from qλ(θ) and ε
′
m are the samples obtained from sλ′(θm).
In practice, the estimator here does not involve drawing ε′ from q0(ε
′), but
rather reasons back from previously drawn θm from q0(ε) to infer the values
of ε that would have resulted in θm under the new approximation qλ′(θ). We
also see that since the model gradient at θm was previously computed and
stored for reuse, and the transformation gradients do not contribute signif-
icantly to the computational cost, the estimator is efficient. A schematic of
this is show in Figure 3.1. A brief algorithm that demonstrates the applica-
tion of importance-sampled estimates on the reparameterization gradient
is outlined in Algorithm 3.
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Figure 3.1: Monte Carlo estimates of the lower bound L(λ) are obtained by
drawing M samples θm from the variational approximation, qλ(θ) (top left
panel). Reparameterization methods draw samples εm from the parameter-
free distribution q0(ε) (bottom left panel) and convert them to the pa-
rameter space as samples θm ∼ qλ(θ) via the invertible transformation
θm = fλ(εm). Under the updated variational approximation qλ′(θ) (top
right panel), importance-sampled estimates of the lower bound are obtained
by retaining the samples θm and estimating the values ε
′ = sλ′(θ) that
would have been required to produce θm under the updated approxima-
tion (bottom right panel). The likelihoods log p(D, θ) evaluated under the
previous approximation can be reweighted with the importance weights
wm = q0(ε
′)/q0(ε) to obtain importance-sampled estimates of the lower
bound under the updated approximation. Note how the samples of θm,
such as E, which are more probable under the updated approximation are
shown bigger whereas those less likely to have been drawn from the updated
approximation, such as D, are shown smaller. The same train of thought
can be applied to using importance sampling to evaluate gradients of the
lower bound ∇λL(λ). Figure reproduced from Paper I (Sakaya and Klami,
2017).
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Illustration: Normal Approximation
We build upon the illustration of normal approximation with reparameter-
ization gradients in Subsection 2.3.2 to further clarify the derivations for
importance-sampled gradients. Normal approximations reparameterize the
model parameters using the location-scale transformation
θ = fλ(ε) = Lε+ µ,
where L is the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance and µ is the
mean both of which constitute the variational parameters λ = {µ,L}. We
draw ε from the parameter-free distribution q0(ε) which, in this case, is the
standard normal distribution N (0, I). The standardization function for the
transformation fλ(ε) is
ε = sλ(θ) = L
−1(θ − µ).
Given a set of model parameters θm drawn from N (θ;µ,L), importance-
sampling helps us compute the gradient at the updated variational approx-
imation N (θ;µ′, L′) where |µ′ − µ| ≤ δ and |L′ − L| ≤ δ . Given the draws




and the importance weights can then be readily evaluated as
wm =
N (ε; 0, I)
N (ε′; 0, I) .
In order to compute the importance-sampled gradient, we reuse the gradi-
ents ∇θp(D, θ) while recomputing ∇λfλ′(ε′). We begin with Equation 2.13
and 2.14 to obtain
E
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Note that∇LL(µ′, L′) also includes the gradient of the Jacobian∇L| logL′|,
the exact form of which depends on the assumptions made on L′. In our
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the importance weight decay rate as a function
of the dimensionality of θ during optimization. The approximation q(θ|λ)
is over a 100-dimensional space. When fully factorized into 100 single-
dimensional factors q(θ|λ) = ∏100i=1 q(θi|λi), the weight decay is gradual
and the importance-sampled estimates are reliable for as many as 20 steps
On the other hand, when factorized into 2 factors each of 50 dimensions
q(θ|λ) = ∏2i=1 q(θi|λi), the importance weights become zero almost instan-
taneously rendering the importance-sampled estimate unusable.
case, since L′ is a lower-triangular matrix, the gradient of the Jacobian
is the sum of the inverse of the diagonal elements in L′. We also note
that the mean-field assumption with variational approximations that are
univariate normal over each dimension of θ, implies that the importance-
sampling is done independently over each dimension. In such cases, if the
variational approximation is factorized into single-dimensional factors, the
weight decay in the importance sampled estimates tends to be more gradual
than if the factors had higher dimensions as demonstrated in Figure 3.2.
We also note that the importance-sampling estimate, in addition to
reusing the gradients ∇θ log p(D, θ) adjusted using the importance weights,
the transformations converting ε′ to the space of the variational parameters
λ could also involve non-linear functions, such as the Softplus transforma-
tion. In such cases, the importance-sampled gradients follow a non-linear
trajectory that cannot be replicated by simply adjusting the step-size of
the gradient descent optimizer. An example of the non-linear trajectory
followed by the importance-sampled estimates is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: We contrast convergence of the importance-sampled estimates
with regular gradient descent. While regular gradient descent (in blue)
needs to compute the gradient from scratch for every update including the
expensive model gradient ∇θ log p(D, θ), the importance sampled gradient
computes the model gradient only once every ten steps (shown as red dia-
monds) resulting in quicker convergence. In the importance-sampled steps
(in pink), we evaluate only the transformation gradients while reusing the
most recently evaluated model gradients. This allows convergence of the
importance-sampled version to be approximately 9 times as fast as the
conventional version since the transformation gradients are evaluated at a
fraction of the cost required for model gradients. Note that although we
reuse the samples from the previous iterations, the variational parameters
µ and τ still follow a non-linear trajectory towards convergence showing
empirically that the importance-sampling gradients can take the loss land-
scape into account. If the trajectory were linear, this behavior could have
been replicated by careful adaptation of learning rates. Figure reproduced
from Paper I (Sakaya and Klami, 2017).
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Score Function Gradients
For the sake of completeness, we also show how to incorporate importance
sampling into score function estimators. The computational speed-up as-
sociated with using importance-sampling in conjunction with score func-
tion gradients is usually meager unless the log probability of the model
log p(D, θ) dominates the variational approximation. This can be clearly
derived starting with the formulation of a score function estimate of the
gradient under the approximation qλ(θ)
∇λL(λ) = Eq [g(θ)∇λ log qλ(θ)] .
Given this estimator, the importance-sampled estimate of the gradient un-
der the new approximation qλ′(θ) can be derived as follows:
∇λL̃(λ) =
∫













g(θm)∇λ log qλ′(θm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
expensive
 ,
where θm ∼ qλ(θ) and wm = qλ′(θm)/qλ(θm). Even though the log proba-
bility log p(D, θm) and g(θm) are available from the previous iteration, the
gradient of the new approximation ∇λ log qλ′(θm) usually dominates the
computation time. However, since the gradient of the approximation has
to be recomputed from scratch at λ′ it is difficult to tease out computational
savings unless log p(D, θ) and by implication g(θ) dominates the computa-
tion. Next, we discuss how the importance-sampled gradients introduced
integrate into stochastic optimizers such as SGD and SAG and incorporate
a novel mechanism that ensures that such gradient estimates continue to
remain valid.
3.1.2 Stochastic Gradients and Averaging
Gradient descent methods take advantage of automatic differentiation tools
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where Li(λ) is the lower bound per data point. Apart from the expen-
sive gradient calculations involved in evaluating ∇λLi(λ) discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1, the key limiting aspect of gradient descent tools is the size of the
data set |D|. When the objective function is strongly convex and differen-
tiable, one can design stochastic methods that leverage the sum structure
of the objective that are independent of the size of the dataset |D| and
exhibit linear time convergence (Schmidt et al., 2017).
The full gradient method which dates back to Cauchy (Cauchy, 1847)
evaluates the gradients by averaging over the whole dataset and defines the
gradient updates as







where αt is an appropriate learning schedule such as a constant step-size.
Although expensive to calculate, under strong concavity conditions, full
gradients enjoy a linear convergence rate (Nesterov, 2014). The appeal of
stochastic gradient methods (Robbins and Monro, 1951; Bottou and LeCun,
2004) lies in the fact that the iteration costs are independent of the size of
the data set |D|. The full batch gradients are replaced with a randomly
drawn minibatch Db ∈ [1 ∈ B]. The gradient estimate using the random
minibatch is unbiased and the parameters λ are updated as







where ∇Lb(λ) refers to the gradient of the minibatch. As long as the learn-
ing schedule follows the Robbins-Monro condition (Robbins and Monro,
1951) the algorithm converges to a local optimum. The convergence rate
of stochastic gradient descent methods was originally thought to be sub-
linear until several variance reduction methods proved that under certain
conditions (such as strongly convex functions), linear convergence could be
achieved (Schatz et al., 2014). The basic principle of such variance reduc-
tion methods involves the idea of gradient averaging. For instance, the
simplest such technique is the gradient average method that averages over
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all historical gradients,








We can take advantage of the shorter gradient window to drop the older and
staler gradients to obtain gradient estimates with reduced bias. However,
the convergence in these cases still tends to remain sublinear. More recent
methods such as the stochastic average gradient (Schmidt et al., 2017) and
stochastic variance reduced gradient (Johnson and Zhang, 2013) utilize
gradient averages and show that stochastic methods that utilize gradient
information from the full batch, even if the gradients are not up-to-date,
result in linear convergence. These methods tend to have (greatly) reduced
variance at the cost of increased bias. In this section, we adapt SAG for
use in variational inference and in particular for applying the importance-
sampling estimator to reduce bias in estimating the full-batch gradients.
3.1.3 Importance Sampled Stochastic Gradient Descent
In Section 2.3, we described stochastic gradient approaches for maximiza-
tion of the variational objective in Equation 2.6. We now show how we
can incorporate importance-sampled estimators to reuse gradients specifi-
cally in the context of stochastic gradient descent. SGD evaluates gradients
based on a minibatch drawn from the data and takes a step in the direc-
tion of the gradient, using adaptive learning rates for better convergence,
such as Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) or Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2010).
Importance sampled SGD (ISGD) behaves in much the same way as SGD,
except that it reuses the gradient evaluated at the minibatch to take sev-
eral steps in the direction of the importance-sampled gradient estimates
evaluated using Equation 3.2 until a criterion to resample a minibatch to
calculate new gradients is met. The criterion to determine the number of
importance-sampled step involves two competing aspects. Firstly, the orig-
inal approximation and the updated approximation should have common
support and as long as such overlap in support exists, importance-sampled
estimates can be relied on to point in the direction of steepest descent.
Secondly, since the gradient is based on a minibatch and is therefore noisy,
taking too many steps due to an overlap between the original and updated
approximation is also ill-advised. In Algorithm 4, we propose a criterion
that helps us strike the right trade-off between these conflicting interests.
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Algorithm 4: Importance Sampled SGD
input : data D, model p(D, θ), the variational approximation
qλ(θ), threshold p
output: variational parameters λ∗
while L(λ) has not converged do
ρ ∼ Uniform(0, 1)
if ρ < p then
Retrieve recently cached θm, εm and ∇θ log p(D, θm)
Update ∇λL(λ) using Algorithm 3
else
Draw mini-batch Db from D
εm ∼ q0(ε)
θm ← fλ(εm)
Evaluate ∇λL(λ) using Equation 2.12
Cache θm, εm and ∇θ log p(D, zm)
end
Update λ← λ+ α∇λL(λ)
end
Algorithm 4 outlines the principle behind ISGD. Initially, an estimate of
the gradient is obtained by evaluating it from scratch either using reparam-
eterization gradients or score function estimators. We then draw a sample
ρ from the uniform distribution between 0 and 1 and set the importance-
sampling threshold to p that determines whether we sample a new mini-
batch or we use an importance-sampled estimate of the last evaluated gra-
dient. For all values of ρ > p, we resample a new minibatch and evaluate
the gradient again. When ρ < p we reuse the previously evaluated gradi-
ent to obtain the importance-sampled gradient estimates. Except for the
expensive evaluation at the beginning of a minibatch, the evaluation of the
subsequent importance-sampled gradients can be performed significantly
faster. After either the variational approximation has shifted significantly
causing the importance weights to become 0 or if the threshold ρ > p has
been reached, we move on to a fresh minibatch and repeat the process until
convergence. After having passed through the entire dataset D, we have
evaluated log p(D, θ) at every point in D, but have taken significantly more
gradient steps than SGD. An illustration that compares SGD to ISGD to
approximate a univariate normal distribution is shown in Figure 3.3.
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3.1.4 Importance Sampled Stochastic Average Gradient
We described the stochastic average gradient (SAG) algorithm as an op-
timization technique that preserves the low iteration cost associated with
stochastic gradients while retaining the linear convergence rate of full gra-
dients without resorting to expensive gradient evaluations. Importance-
sampled estimators can be put to excellent use in such settings in order
to remove stale gradients as well as to cheaply modify and reuse gradients
from the previous iterations, thereby yielding less biased gradient estimates
than can be acheived by SAG. We now define the SAG algorithm in more
concrete terms to use as a starting point to construct an algorithm for the
importance-sampled stochastic average gradient (ISAG).
The estimate of the full batch gradient is obtained by summing up







where the gradients ∇λLb(λ) are stored in memory for each epoch. During
each iteration t in an epoch e, a random minibatch Dbk , where bk ∈ [1 . . . B],
is picked and the gradients previously stored for minibatch Dbk are replaced
with fresh gradients evaluated at the current approximation characterized
by λ(t). This implies that the full gradient is approximated by summing
gradients of the minibatches evaluated at different time points with different
parameter values, which leads to reduced variance at the cost of biased
estimates. More specifically, if ∇bλL(λ)(t) is the gradient for the minibatch
Db with respect to the variational parameters λ at the tth iteration then,
the update for the variational parameters λ at time step t is as follows








At each iteration t, we pick a random minibatch bk to update its gradient





∇bλL(λ)(t) if b = bk,
δ
(e−1)




Under strong convexity, similar to batch gradient descent, the gradient
accounts for the whole dataset D and exhibits a linear convergence rate
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(Schatz et al., 2014). Although SAG converges to the optimum, the con-
vergence is impeded by stale gradients that accumulate into and bias the
estimate of the full gradient.
We rectify this bias by using importance-sampling to obtain less bi-
ased estimates of the stochastic average gradient with importance sam-
pling. There are three kinds of minibatches in SAG: one, the randomly
chosen minibatch Dbk for which the gradients have been freshly evaluated;
two, minibatch gradients that have already been evaluated at the current
epoch, but have since become stale owing to changes in the variational
approximation; and three, gradients that have not yet been evaluated at
the current epoch. We use importance sampling to re-weight and update
the latter two gradients so that they are more accurate under the current








∇λLb(λ)(t) if b = bk,
∇λL̃b(λ)(t) evaluated with Algorithm 3, otherwise.
All gradients except the current one bk are updated using importance sam-
pling ∇λL̃b(λ)(t). This idea is outlined in Algorithm 5.
Because the gradients have been importance-wieghted and transformed,
the full-batch gradient is no longer heavily biased by stale gradients yielding
better convergence properties in comparison to SAG – even if this comes
at the cost of the extra computational time involved in re-estimating δeb
under I-SAG. This reduced bias is a direct consequence of the importance-
sampling property that requires an overlap in densities to yield non-zero
weights. When the current approximation has a completely different sup-
port from the approximation under which the stale gradients were cal-
culated, the importance weights effectively become zero resulting in the
discarding of the stale gradients.
We finally comment on the time and memory complexity of the algo-
rithm. The computational overhead associated with obtaining importance-
sampled estimates of past gradients is not insignificant, since it is a linear
function of the number of minibatches in the dataset with time complexity
O(B). However, the computational burden for ISAG is limited to the com-
plexity of the transformation θ = fλ(ε), which is a linear function in most
cases, allowing it to outperform naive implementations of SAG. When faced
with a large number of minibatches, an adequate solution is to consider an
alternative to SAG, such as the stochastic running average (SRA), a gra-
dient averaging algorithm that limits the gradient window size to the past
k gradients, for an arbitrarily chosen k. Imposing such gradient windows
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Algorithm 5: Importance sampled SAG
input : data D, model p(D, θ), the variational approximation
qλ(θ), batches B
output: variational parameters λ∗
while L(λ) has not converged do
foreach mini-batch Db in D do
εbm ∼ φ(ε)
θbm ← f(εbm, λ)
Calculate ∇λLb(λ) using Equation 2.12
Store θbm, ε
b
m and ∇θ log p(Db, θm)
foreach mini-batch Dc in D\{Db} do
Retrieve θcm, ε
c
m and ∇θ log p(Dc, θm)





Update λ← λ+ ρ∇λL(λ)
end
end
Return optimal variational parameters λ∗
limits the computational overhead of the importance-sampled estimates to
a factor of k. Finally, the memory overhead for ISAG is the same as that
of SAG. While SAG requires maintaining a table of the most recent update
of the gradient to evaluate δeb , ISAG requires that the model gradients be
stored for each minibatch to evaluate δ̃eb .
3.1.5 Summary
Monte Carlo-based estimators of the gradients of the variational objective
have opened up approximate inference techniques to a broad variety of
models. These methods, broadly classified into reparameterization gradi-
ents and score function estimators, rely on using stochastic Monte Carlo
methods to evaluate expectations of the form Eq[g(θ)]. Another element of
stochasticity is introduced by utilizing stochastic gradient descent as the
algorithm of choice in optimization. In Section 3.1, we introduce a third el-
ement of stochasticity that uses importance sampling to speed-up gradient
calculations. The driving force behind importance-sampling estimators in-
volves the computational efficiency achieved by storing computation-heavy
parts of the gradient previously evaluated for a given approximation qλ(θ)
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and reusing them to estimate the gradients under the updated approxima-
tion qλ′(θ) by adjusting for the change in approximation using importance
weights. The parts of the gradient that directly depend on the approxima-
tion are easy to evaluate yielding an efficient estimator for the gradient un-
der the updated approximation. Lastly, we outline an importance-sampling
estimator that can be easily incorporated into stochastic gradient descent
algorithms and provide a novel method of estimating stochastic average
gradients that automatically down-weights stale gradients in addition to
re-weighting and updating previous gradients to more accurately reflect
their estimate the current approximation. This concludes our discussion
of importance-sampled estimators. In the next section, we expand on a
differentiable transformation that allows straightforward incorporation of
skewed distributions into standard probabilistic programs.
3.2 Modelling Skewed Data
Many data-generating processes generate data that are skewed in one di-
rection with one of the tails much heavier than the other. Such skewed
distributions occur naturally in many settings:
• Household income distribution has a high positive skew (McDonald
et al., 2011), with the mass of distribution concentrated in the lower
income regions and a right tail in the higher income regions.
• Stock markets returns exhibit a negative skew centered around its
current value that should be taken into account when calculating
risk (Jarjir, 2004). A high negative skew implies that even if the
probability of the stock’s value decreasing is much lower than the
probability of it increasing, in the event it does go down, because of
the heavy left tail, the stock value tends to drop much steeper.
• The distribution of the age of retirement (in, for instance, the UK)
exhibits a negative skew as well, since most of the population retires
between 65 and 68, while others retire as early as 40.
• Monotonic transformations of symmetric distributions tend to skew
them towards the left or right. For instance, log transforming count
data (Feng et al., 2014) (such as population data, word bigram counts)
reduces its skew to make it appear normally distributed.
The Bayesian modeling community sometimes makes simplifying assump-
tions about such skewed, real-world data-generating processes because of
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inference and/or modeling constraints and has a tendency to adapt sym-
metric distributions with well-established statistical properties such as the
normal distribution or heavier tailed distributions such as the Cauchy or
the Student-T distribution to model skewed data. To compensate for the
choice of wrong distribution, appropriate transformations on the data so
as to reduce its skew such that it can be captured using standard, sym-
metric distributions. However, this process is unwieldy, involving intimate
knowledge of the data and is not easy to automate. Probabilistic pro-
gramming implementations of skewed distributions such as the univariate
skew-normal by PyMC3 and Stan, while addressing the need for modeling
skewed data, cannot be easily extended to other symmetric distributions. A
more flexible family of skewed distribution to capture such skewed data was
proposed by Goerg (2011). Called the Lambert W ×F distribution, it com-
bines an arbitrary base distribution FZ(z) from the location-scale family
with a forward transformation g(z) = zeγz that skews the base distribu-
tion. The corresponding inverse transformation g−1(x) uses the Lambert
function from which the name Lambert W ×FZ distribution derives. Since
the degree and direction of the skew is controlled by γ, with an arbitrary
base distribution, the Lambert W ×F distribution promises a general pur-
pose tool to flexibly model skewed data that can be easily adapted for use
in probabilistic programs.
3.2.1 Lambert W function
The Lambert function is defined as the inverse function of the forward
transformation
x = g0(z) = ze
z
and is generally used to solve functions where the unknown z appears inside
and outside of the exponential function. The Lambert function is a multi-
valued function with more than one solution which cannot be expressed in
terms of elementary functions. More specifically, it has two real branches







meeting at x = 1/e. This means that for any value of x in the interval,
W (x) yields two solutions. This is shown in the top left illustration in
Figure 3.4, where the principal branch W0(x) is shown in black for x ≥ −1e
and the negative branch W−1(x) is shown in red for x ∈ [−1/e, 0). As x
approahces 0, the solution W−1(x) → −∞. The principal branch W0(x)
grows gradually towards infinity as x→∞.
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Figure 3.4: The modified Lambert distribution. The Lambert W distribu-
tion consists of the two branches in the interval −1e < x < 0, the principal
branch W0(x) and the negative W−1(x) which meet at x = −1e . The mod-
ified Lambert W replaces the W−1(x) branch with a linear continuation of
W0(x). This linearizes sections of the forward and reverse transformations
with a large skew of γ = 0.2. With a standard normal distribution as the
base distribution FZ(z), only 0.1% of the samples fall into the linearized
region and the linearized density and log density functions are almost iden-
tical to the original density functions. Figure reproduced from Paper II
(Klami et al., 2019).
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Since the Lambert function cannot be represented with elementary func-
tions, numerical approximations are needed to obtain solutions to the Lam-
bert W . The simplest is to use Newton’s approximation starting with an
initial guess w0 = W (x) and successively approximating wj = W (x) as





A better approximation is obtained with Halley’s method (Corless et al.,
1993),
wj+1 = wj −
wje
wj − z
ewj (wj + 1)−
(wj + 2) (wje
wj − z)
2wj + 2
Careful choice of the initial guess w0 is needed to end up with real values
in the principal branch. Highly optimized and tested implementations of
numerical approximations to the Lambert W function make it a practical
choice of skewing function.
3.2.2 Lambert W × F distribution
The Lambert W × F family is defined as a transformation of a family of
location-scale base distributions FZ(z) with zero mean and unit variance.
The latent inputs z ∼ FZ(z) are transformed with a skew function g(z)
into,
x = g(z) = zeγz, (3.3)
where g(z) = g0(γz)/γ and γ controls the degree and direction skew. x
is skewed towards the left when γ > 0 and to the right when γ < 0 as
shown in Figure 3.5. At γ = 0, the transformation reduces to identity.
Since the forward transformation is differentiable it can be conveniently
plugged into any standard probabilistic programming framework that relies
on gradient-based inference techniques. The skew γ, is a free parameter,
and the probabilistic inference module is able to learn the skew over any
given base distribution FZ , allowing for flexible and interpretable modeling.
Using the change of variables technique, the probability density function




The absolute value of the Jacobian accounts for change of volume under
the non-linear transformation g(z). The inverse transformation g−1(x) is
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z (0, 1) x W (0, 1, )
Figure 3.5: Generative story of the skewed normal distribution. The latent
input variable z is first sampled from the standard normal distribution.
The distribution shown on the left is then passed through the skewing
transformation g(z) to obtain the skewed Lambert W × N distributions
shown on the right. A skew of γ = 0.2 gives rise to a distribution with a
right skew (in blue) and a skew of γ = −0.2 yields a left-skewed distribution
(in pink). Note that large values of skew are fairly atypical and it is common
for most values of γ to fall between −0.3 and 0.3.
defined as,




where W0(.) is the principal branch of the Lambert W function which gives
its name to the Lambert W ×F distribution.. The gradient of the Lambert
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It can be seen that a parametric family of skewed distributions can be
created by applying the non-linear transformation to convert base random
variable Z into a Lambert W random variable X with skew γ.
Illustration
We illustrate this for the case where the base distribution F is normal and
produces a data set that has a skewed normal distribution. The skewed
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Lambert W ×F distribution which is zero mean and unit variance, can be
further transformed with a location-scale transformation as
y = σx+ µ (3.4)
Thus, y is obtained by a series of two transformations, first the non-linear
skewing transformation of z drawn from the base distribution FZ(z) in
Equation 3.3 and then applying the location-scale transformation in Equa-
tion 3.4. Applying the change of variables formula twice, the density func-
tion of y is simply given as














This density is denoted by WF (µ, σ, γ) where F refers to the base distri-
bution under consideration, in this particular case, the standard normal
distribution. A visual illustration of this transformation is shown in Fig-
ure 3.6 where the base normal distribution is skewed towards the left (in
red) and the right (in blue) prior to being transformed with the location-
scale transformation.
Maximum likelihood estimation of the skew and the moments of WF
can be performed via the iterated generalized method of moments outlined
in Goerg (2011) which derives closed form estimates of the moments ofWF
for the case of F = N (0, 1). In the next section, we introduce the modified
Lambert W ×F distribution that can be used together with gradient-based
techniques for inferring the moments of WF for an arbitrary F from the
location-scale family.
3.2.3 Modified Lambert W × F distribution
As we have already seen, the reverse transformation of the Lambert W ×F










This results in undue constraints on the values that γ, µ and σ can take
and places restrictions on the inference process since a naive application of
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Left skew:
x = z e
−0. 1z
z = −W(−0. 1x)/0. 1
Right skew:
x = z e
0. 2z







Figure 3.6: Illustration of the Lambert W × F distribution. Draws
from a unit normal distribution z ∼ N (0, 1) are transformed with the skew-
ing function g(z) = zeγz with skew controlled by γ. For γ < 0 (shown in
red), the convex transformation results in a left skew whereas for γ > 0
(shown in blue) the concave transformation results in a right skew. The
skewed density can be made more flexible by passing it through a location-
scale transformation. This succession of two differentiable transformations,
namely, the skewing and the location-scale transformation, allow the trans-
formed distributions to be easily integrated into probabilistic programs that
rely on gradient based techniques for inference. Figure reproduced from Pa-
per II (Klami et al., 2019).
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unconstrained optimization would result in values of µ, σ or γ that would
fall outside the support of the Lambert W × F distribution.
This can be avoided by applying constrained optimization to ensure
that the skew γ never becomes so large as to cause x to fall outside the
support of W (γx) resulting in zero probability. However, this precludes
the Lambert W ×F distribution from having broad applicability in proba-
bilistic programs that used constraint-free gradient-based optimization for
inference.
An alternative is to modify the Lambert W × F distribution itself so
that this limitation imposed by the Lambert W function is circumvented by
extending support across the real line causing the skewed density to have
support outside of the original density formulation. The modified linear
extension of the Lambert W function, which we call the modified Lambert
W function. We(x) is defined as follows
We(x) =
{
W (x) if x ≥ d
W (d) + x−d
x+eW (d)
if x < d
(3.5)
where a suitable choice of d can be defined between −1/e < d < 0. Prac-
tically we found a choice of d = −0.9/e works well although any values
close to −1/e should yield similar behavior. The modified Lambert W , as
illustrated in Figure 3.4, replaces the secondary negative branch W−1(x)
and a section of the principal branch W0(x) with a linear extension that
matches the principal branch and its derivative at d.
3.2.4 Lambert W × F for Probabilistic Programming
The modified Lambert W × F distribution is bijective, with forward and
reverse transformations that are differentiable making it straightforward
to plug into probabilistic programs with gradient-based inference. A trans-
formed distribution can be obtained by combining a base distribution with a
series of differentiable transformations. We use the forward transformation
to skew the base distribution followed by a location-scale transformation
as follows
x = g(z),
y = σx+ µ.
The transformed distribution has several uses within the context of proba-
bilistic programs. The simplest and the most widely applicable use for the
Lambert W × F is as the likelihood function for modeling any family of
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skewed distribution. That is, we model the skewed data x as
log p(x|µ, σ, γ) = logWF (x;µ, σ, γ).
The second application is its use as a variational approximation of skewed
posteriors. Because the Lambert W ×F distribution is fully reparametriz-
able with a base distribution that is parameter free and transformations
that are fully deterministic, it can serve as a variational approximation
parameterized by µ, σ and the skew γ. For example, we could define a
variational approximation to model skewed posteriors as
qλ(θ) =WF (µ, σ, γ)
where the variational parameters are λ = {µ, σ, γ}. Standard reparameteri-
zation estimates of the gradient can be obtained by defining parameter-free
base distribution q0(ε) as FZ(z) followed by two deterministic transforma-
tions,
θ = fµ,σ(gγ(ε)).
Practical usage of these techniques in the context of probabilistic pro-
gramming requires further attention. Although we resolved most optimiza-
tion issues by introducing the modified Lambert W function, the compu-
tation of W still lacks a closed-form solution. Although efficient imple-
mentations of numerical solutions, such as Halley’s method, exist in many
standard scientific libraries, and ten iterations of Halley’s method are often
sufficient to give solutions with accuracy adequate for practical purposes,
the computational cost of such iterative methods are still too expensive and
prevent the skewing transformation from scaling up. We propose a simple
but effective solution by taking advantage of the fact that both W (x) and
its gradient are scalar functions and need to be typically evaluated only
over a narrow range of inputs. Armed with this knowledge, we precompute
and cache solutions to We(x) and its gradients in a look-up table with a
pre-configured granularity that is application-specific. This lets us scale
the Lambert W function to arbitrary precision enabling scalable, gradient-
based learning.
For further clarity, we provide code snippets that we utilized to imple-
ment the modified Lambert W × F distribution in autograd (Maclaurin
et al., 2015). Integration of the skewed transformations of base distribution
can be done seamlessly in terms of the syntax of the probabilistic program
itself without meddling with the inference engine. We first import the
modules we require:
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import autograd.numpy as np
from scipy.special import lambertw
from autograd.extend import primitive, defvjp
from autograd import grad
The scipy.special module contains an iterative solution of the Lambert
function that uses Halley’s method. We now define the lambertw function
as a primitive (which informs the automatic differentiation engine that the
function is a basic unit of operation) and its gradient for the Lambert
function:
lambertw = primitive(lambertw)
# gradient of the primitive
defvjp(lambertw,
# gradient w.r.t the first input x of lambertw
lambda ans, x: lambda g: g * 1./ (x + np.exp(ans)),
# gradient w.r.t the second input k of lambertw
None )
The log density of the modified Lambert W × F distribution that uses the
transformation in Equation 3.5 as illustrated in Figure 3.4 is defined in
terms of the Lambert function W (x) with linearization:
def modified_lambertw_logpdf(y, loc, scale, skew):
u = (y - loc)/scale
if skew != 0:
# the cutoff is d in Equation(3.5)
# we also incorporate skew
cutoff = -0.9 * 1/(np.e * skew)
# define condition for piecewise extension
cond = u >= cutoff if skew < 0 else u <= cutoff
wc = lambertw(skew*u)
wc[cond] = wtmp = lambertw(skew * cutoff)
gc = 1./(np.exp(wc) + skew*u)
gc[cond] = 1./(np.exp(wtmp) + skew*cutoff)
# Equation(3.5):W(x), x >= d
z = wc/skew
# Equation(3.5): W(d) = W(d) + (x-d)/(x+exp(W(d))),
# u < d
z[cond] = wc[cond]/skew +\
(u[cond] - cutoff) * gc[cond]
return norm.logpdf(z) + np.log(gc) - np.log(scale)
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else:
# return the base distribution
return norm.logpdf(u) - np.log(scale)
We can then incorporate the precomputed Lambert function by taking
advantage of function closures:
def precompute_lambertw(a, b, resolution):
y = np.linspace(a, b, resolution * (b - a) + 1)
y[y < -tol/np.e] = -tol/np.e
z = np.array(lambertw(y).real).astype(np.float32)
def lambert(x):
sel = ((x - a) * resolution).astype(np.int32)
sel[sel < a] = 0
return z[sel]
return lambert
precomputed_lambertw = precompute_lambert(a, b, resolution)
The precomuted_lambertw can now be used in place of the Lambert func-
tion lambertw. We define the objective function to optimize as the negative
log likelihood and can use its gradient with respect to the function param-
eters in any gradient-based inference routine:
def objective(parameters, y):
loc, scale, skew = unpack(parameters)
return -np.sum(
modified_lambertw_logpdf(y, loc, scale, skew)
)
gradient = grad(objective)
We finally comment on two practical implications involving implementation
of inference for the skew parameter γ. First, one needs to account for the
possibility that when γ = 0, the reverse transformation involves a division
by zero. This can be handled as a special case, by defining transformed
distribution to be same as the base distribution when γ = 0. Second, in
most practical cases, the relatively small values of the skew γ tend to be the
most useful. It is typically centered around zero and very rarely exceeds
±0.3. In order to constrain the values of γ, we reparameterize it as
γ = γmtanh(γ̂)
such that while γ̂ takes any value in the real line, |γ| ≤ γm. We set γm = 0.3
to capture our intuition about the values that the skew can take.
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3.2.5 Summary
Since there exists a preponderance of skewed data generated by naturally
occurring process, capturing such data with an appropriate skewed distribu-
tion is crucial for accurate modeling. The LambertW×F is a flexible family
of skewed distributions that skews a base distribution from the location-
scale family through a differentiable skewing transformation g(z). The
Jacobian of the inverse skewing transformation required involves evaluat-
ing the Lambert W function which suffers from several drawbacks: Firstly,
W (x) does not have a closed-form solution; instead, it requires numeri-
cal approximations using iterative algorithms such as the Halley’s method.
Secondly, the Lambert W transformation consists of two branches, namely
the primary branch W0(x) and the secondary branch W−1(x) in the inter-
val −1/e < x < 0, which implies that the transformation is not one-to-one.
Additionally, W (x) has limited support which does not extend across the
real line, ruling out unconstrained optimization. We proposed the modified
Lambert W × F distribution to address these concerns. We first modify
the Lambert function by replacing the secondary negative branch W−1(x)
with a piece-wise linear extension of W0(x) allowing a one-to-one transfor-
mation. This incidentally also extends the support of the Lambert function
to the real line by introducing a low-probability tail and, consequently, the
parameters of the Lambert W × F distribution are no longer restricted by
the limited support of W (x). Since W (x) and its gradient are required only
over a narrow range of values, we pre-calculate and cache these values and
circumvent the expensive numerical calculations to speed up the inference
process. The modified Lambert W function is thus easily incorporated




Automatic inference engines in probabilistic programs favor a delineation
between inference and decisions, viewing posterior inference as a stand-
alone exercise agnostic to the decision tasks it is meant to solve and cor-
responding user-defined losses or utilities that it is intended to optimize.
The objective of the Bayesian methodology, however, is often to use the
posteriors for making (optimal) decisions under uncertainty quantified by
said posteriors for a user-defined decision-theoretic loss or utility within the
Bayesian decision framework developed in Subsection 2.4.1. More specifi-
cally, the optimal decisions under posterior uncertainty are defined as
hp = arg min
h∈H
∫
p(θ|D)`(θ, h) dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rp` (h)
.
where Rp` (h) is the expected posterior risk defined in Equation 2.17. As
outlined in Subsection 2.2.2, ongoing research efforts are rightly aimed at
developing flexible, efficient and accurate approximations q(θ) to the pos-
terior distribution p(θ|D) (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015; Guo et al., 2017;
Locatello et al., 2018; Knoblauch et al., 2019; Hoffman and Blei, 2015).
As such, most of these approximate posteriors could serve as a proxy for
the true posterior, especially when the decision-theoretic loss is undefined,
if the loss is trivial and symmetric or if the model is simple enough such
that the true posterior is a member of the variational family. We could, for
instance, substitute q(θ) to obtain,
hq = arg min
h∈H
∫
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In most machine learning applications, however, since the decision-theoretic
losses are non-trivial, asymmetric or skewed, substituting the approxima-
tion for the true posterior would yield decisions hq that are not guaranteed
to be the same as the Bayes optimal decision hp, potentially resulting in un-
intended and possibly disastrous consequences. Instead of the naive substi-
tution of q(θ) for p(θ|D), a better approximation of the risk can be obtained








As long as the posterior density p∗(θ|D) can be evaluated up to a constant
and the support of q(θ) is the same as that of the posterior, the importance-
sampling method produces an unbiased estimate of the risk.
The primary reason why approximate inference methods often fail to
yield the Bayes optimal decision is that they by design ignore the decision
task and instead expend their limited computational budget on better ap-
proximating general features of the Bayesian posterior such as its mode,
skew or other higher order moments at the cost of sub-optimal decisions
hq. This implies that the approximate posterior seldom captures the regions
of the true posterior that are of importance in the decision-making task.
This is easily seen in the example of the nuclear power plant described
in (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2011) The posterior temperature p(θ|D) of the
nuclear plant measured from readings D yields a multi-modal distribution
as shown in black in Figure 4.1. When the plant runs into the danger of
overheating, two discrete decisions h can be taken: the plant is left ‘on’
or ‘off’. Shutting the plant down when θ < Tcrit incurs a moderate loss
`(θ < Tcrit, ‘off’) = C for some constant C. Leaving the plant switched on
when θ > Tcrit incurs a massive loss `(θ > Tcrit, h = ‘on’)  C. Consider
now how various approximate inference methods minimize the posterior
risk and estimate the Bayes optimal decision illustrated in Figure 4.1. If
q(θ) is the approximation, minimizing KL(q‖p) results in an approximation
qVI (dotted, blue curve) that is mode-seeking and concentrated around the
major mode completely failing to capture the second mode. Minimizing
KL(p‖q) via moment matching results in the approximation qEP (dashed,
pink curve) that matches all moments resulting in a more global approxi-
mation, albeit one that does not accurately cover the second mode. Both
approximations lead to a suboptimal Bayes decision owing to their failure
to capture the second mode appropriately. An optimal approximation such
as the normal approximation in qopt (dashed-dotted, pink curve), while
still failing to model the bimodal posterior faithfully, nonetheless captures










Figure 4.1: The true posterior p(θ|D), show in black, is bimodal and ap-
proximated by a normal approximation. Minimizing KL(q‖p) results in
qVI, which is mode-seeking and fits the major mode. Minimizing KL(p‖q)
results in qEP obtained via moment matching for a more global fit. Both
qVI and qEP fail to capture the second mode, the region where the Tcrit
lies, accurately. An accurate fit qopt under constraints imposed by normal
approximation can be obtained by co-opting the decision-task into the in-
ference process. The normal approximation with limited expressive power
to capture the region of the posterior (here, the minor mode) that is critical
to the decision task. The estimates of the Bayes optimal decision for qopt
are more in line with the decisions obtained from the posterior p(θ|D).
prompting accurate estimates of the Bayes optimal decisions. Note that a
bimodal distribution would here capture the true posterior faithfully and
yield optimal decisions. However, in many practical cases having a suffi-
ciently flexible approximation that captures multi-modal posterior is diffi-
cult to guarantee.
An approximate posterior such as qopt that minimizes the risk to pro-
duce a Bayes optimal decision in line with the true posterior p(θ|D) can
be realized in multiple ways depending on the stage at which calibration
of the approximate posterior takes place. We can, for instance, co-opt the
decision-making task into the inference process so that the limited expres-
sive power of the approximation and its computational budget are expended
on the identifying and modeling regions of the posterior that are important
to the task such as qopt. An alternate approach leaves the inference process
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untouched, instead taking a characterization of the suboptimal posterior
distribution such as qVI or qEP, to learn a function that maps to the Bayes
optimal decision minimizing the risk. In either case, Bayesian decision the-
ory provides a means of directing our modeling efforts on criteria that are
most relevant to the decision task. The rest of the chapter elaborates on
each of these approaches, loss-calibrated variational inference and post-hoc
corrections.
4.1 Loss Calibrated Variational Bayes
Loss-calibrated inference modifies the inference process itself to capture
the regions of the posterior that are relevant to the decision making task
under the constraints imposed by the posterior approximation. The crux
of loss calibration lies in maximizing the expected utility computed over
the posterior approximation, instead of just maximizing the approxima-
tion accuracy. The idea of loss-calibrating the inference procedure was first
introduced by Lacoste-Julien et al. (2011) in which a modification of the
variational lower bound that accounted for the decision-making task was
proposed. It relied on an EM-style procedure to alternately optimize the
decisions and the variational parameters. A similar algorithm for MCMC
methods was proposed by Abbasnejad et al. (2015). Cobb et al. (2018) ex-
tended the work of Lacoste-Julien et al. (2011) in the context of variational
dropout that used reparametrization techniques and Monte Carlo approxi-
mations to loss-calibrate discrete utilities. We discuss modifications to the
loss calibration procedure by introducing an automated decision module in
Section 4.1.
4.1.1 Loss-Calibrated Expected Lower Bound
In Section 2.4, we laid out the principles of Bayesian decision theory and
explained how the maximum expected utility principle forms the basis of
rational decision making. The Bayes optimal decision hp is one that max-
imizes the posterior gain Gpu(h) defined in Equation 2.16 or equivalently,
minimizes the posterior risk Rp` (h) defined in Equation 2.17. However,
since variational approximations qλ(θ) are loss-agnostic, the standard vari-
ational lower bound is designed to capture only the general properties of
the posterior, and the resulting approximation does not guarantee that
the decisions hq minimize Rp` (h) and therefore is not Bayes optimal. To
rectify this, in Subsection 2.4.2 we develop an alternative formulation of
risk minimization, which we call approximate decision theory, that involves




















































































Figure 4.2: The loss calibration procedure transforms the standard varia-
tional approximations (blue) into loss-calibrated posterior approximations
(red) in such a manner that the Bayes optimal decisions for the posterior
predictive are optimal with respect to the user-defined loss (in this exam-
ple, the squared error loss). The loss-calibrated posterior, however, still
characterizes the standard approximation accurately. The shift in the loss-
calibrated posterior predictive (red) is obtained by marginalizing out the
latent variable with Monte Carlo samples from the loss-calibrated posterior.
Figure reproduced from Paper III (Kuśmierczyk et al., 2019b).
finding a member of the variational family parameterized by λ to yield de-
cisions hq with maximal risk reduction within the constraints imposed by
the variational family Q,
qopt = arg min
q∈Q
Rp` (hq).
where Rp` (hq) is the q-risk defined in Equation 2.18. When the posterior
p(θ|D) is a member of the variational family Q, hq indeed becomes the
Bayes optimal decision. With this in mind, we develop a modified varia-
tional lower bound that yields an approximation qλ(θ) that is loss-aware,
and unlike classical variational inference, spends its computational budget
on choosing a member of the variational family that minimizes the posterior
risk in addition to approximating the posterior. Figure 4.2 demonstrates
how the modified lower bound shifts a suboptimal approximation to im-
prove the decisions.
The framework for configuring or calibrating the variational posterior
for the decision making task with a user-specified decision-theoretic loss or
utility was laid out by Lacoste-Julien et al. (2011). Since decoupling infer-
ence and decision-making in the context of approximate posteriors might
lead to suboptimal decisions, they rightly pointed out that including the
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utility to calibrate approximate posterior yields decisions which, while not
necessarily optimal with respect to the true posterior, would nevertheless
maximize the expected posterior gain under the constraints imposed by the
approximation. The calibrated posterior is obtained by defining a lower
bound to the logarithmic gain, as defined in Equation 2.16, using Jensen’s
inequality:













dθ (by Jensen’s inequality)
= −KL(q‖p) +
∫
qλ(θ) log u(θ, h)dθ.︸ ︷︷ ︸
U(λ,h) - utility-dependent term
(4.1)
This augmented lower bound to the logarithmic gain log Gpu(h) consists of
two parts. The first is the negative KL divergence between the variational
approximation and the true posterior which can be replaced by the more
familiar expected lower bound L(λ) to the model evidence derived in Sec-
tion 2.3. The second term calibrates the variational posterior to account
for the decision making task with the user-defined utility u(θ, h). The
utility-dependent term is independent of the data and only depends on the
variational approximation qλ(θ) calibrating the approximation to optimize
the utility. Since we will be referring to the utility-dependent term quite
often, we denote it as U(λ, h). This leads to a new loss-calibrated lower
bound
log Gpu(h) ≥ −KL(q, p) + U(λ, h)
≥ L(λ) + U(λ, h) = LLCVI(λ, h).
Since most decision-theoretic tasks involve estimating the Bayes optimal
decisions over the output y or the model parameters θ, we do not model
the marginal distribution of the input p(x) and instead restrict our anal-
ysis to the discriminative setting. For the dataset D = {(xi, yi)Ni=1}, we
assume yi to have been generated independently from p(y|xi, θ). With the
assumption that D is independent and identically distributed, predictive
models exhibiting additive log-gains capture most practical scenarios. The
loss-calibrated lower bound can therefore be rewritten as a summation over
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Li(λ) + U(λ, hi)
)
≤ log Gpu({h}).
LiVI(λ) accounts for the lower bound per data point yi for which the hypoth-
esis that maximizes the utility is hi. The term {h} = {h1 . . . h|D|} serves to
emphasize that the optimization is performed over each individual hi. We
drop the subscript i for brevity in the rest of the derivation.
Since finding the optimal hypotheses h and fitting variational param-
eters λ are inter-dependent, we resort to an expectation-maximization al-
gorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) for optimization. We alternate between
learning the optimal variational parameters λ to fit the approximation us-
ing estimates of the optimal decisions h from the previous iteration and
finding the decisions h that maximize the gain for the current approxima-
tion qλ(θ) in the maximization step. For a given set of decisions {h}, the
expectation step finds the variational approximation that maximizes the
loss-calibrated bound:
λ = arg max
λ
LLCVI(λ, {h}).
The maximization step finds the optimal hypotheses under the approxima-
tion characterized by λ:
{h} = arg max
{h}
LLCVI(λ, {h}) ≡ arg max
{h}
U(λ, {h}).
Lacoste-Julien et al. (2011) used closed-form analytic updates for λ that re-
lies on contemporaneous coordinate ascent techniques and likelihoods with
conjugate priors. This makes incorporating the utility-dependent term dif-
ficult at best and impracticable at worst, limiting their framework to a nar-
row range of probabilistic models. Notwithstanding this limitation, they
were able to demonstrate marked improvements in posterior gain when us-
ing loss calibration for classification with Gaussian processes for discrete h.
Since then, as explained in Section 2.3, rapid progress has been made in ap-
proximate inference techniques, and automatic gradient descent has become
the de facto standard for optimizing the variational objective. (Kingma and
Welling, 2014; Titsias and Lázaro-Gredilla, 2014; Rezende and Mohamed,
2015; Kucukelbir et al., 2017). More recently, Cobb et al. (2018) addressed
the limitations imposed by mean field variational inference with coordinate
ascent techniques for Bayesian models in Lacoste-Julien et al. (2011) by
deriving a loss-calibrated variational bound in the context of Bayesian neu-
ral networks with discrete decisions h. Their optimization routine for λ
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uses gradient descent for optimization and is based on variational dropout
(Gal and Ghahramani, 2016). Since it is more generic, Cobb et al. (2018)
is broadly applicable to a variety of utility-dependent terms so long as the
hypotheses {h} are discrete. In both cases, the challenges in the maxi-
mization step can usually be resolved simply via explicit enumeration and
summation of the decision space. However, this cannot be readily extended
to continuous spaces.
The rest of the chapter develops a suite of techniques to handle the
complications that arise with the utility-dependent term U(λ, {h}) in the
case of non-trivial losses with continuous decisions. In particular, we sug-
gest recipes for transformations of the utility functions that secure maximal
calibration of the posterior and a variety of practical methods for optimiz-
ing the loss-calibrated bound depending on factors such as the type of
decision-theoretic loss, the manner of transformation of losses to utilities
and the size of the dataset |D| among other things. We also show how to
trade memory usage for improved convergence speed with joint inference
of variational parameters and the decisions.
4.1.2 Two Types of Decisions
As we elaborated in Section 2.4, depending on the object of interest, decision-
making can be classified into estimation tasks and predictions tasks. In es-
timation settings, the decisions h are chosen to maximize the utility ũ(θ, h)
over parameters or latent variables θ of the model. For example, we could
estimate the rate parameter in a Poisson-Gamma model to minimize the
squared error loss. In the predictive setup, on the other hand, the deci-
sions {h} are predictions that minimize the pointwise utility ũ(y, h) over
model outputs y ∼ p(y|θ,D) simulated from the model. In the context
of the Poisson-Gamma model, this means that we predict y in order to
minimize the count values sampled from the Poisson distribution. Using
notation from Equation 2.15, for estimation tasks, the utility-dependent
term is defined as
U(λ, h) =
∫
qλ(θ) log ũ(θ, h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
u(θ,h)
dθ,





p(y|θ,D)ũ(y, h)dy︸ ︷︷ ︸
u(θ,h)
dθ. (4.2)
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The latter is computationally more difficult due to the nested integration.
We focus on this more challenging family of decisions, but note that sce-
narios with decisions on θ can be handled analogously while being able
to skip many of the technical complications. Since we deal only with the
predictive setting, in the rest of the discussion, we use ũ(y, h) and u(y, h)
interchangeably to refer to the utilities over the outputs in prediction tasks
without loss of clarity.
4.1.3 Attaining maximal calibration
Optimal decisions derived from sound Bayesian decision principles are in-
variant to linear transformations of the utility or loss in standard Bayesian
decision theory (Berger, 1985). More specifically, a decision h∗ that is op-
timal with respect to Gu(h) with utility u(y, h) is also optimal with respect
to the linear transformation, u′(y, h) = α · u(y, h) + β where α > 0. Thus
a decision h∗ = arg maxh Gu(h) is also one that maximizes Gu′(h)
Loss-calibrating the posterior introduces certain aberrations from such
an invariance assumption since the optimal decisions and the variational
parameters are invariably linked. This betrays the Bayesian decision frame-
work that holds that the true posterior remain unaltered by the user-defined
loss or utility. The degree of calibration, in such cases, is affected by the
bias term β of the linear transformation. This becomes clear by rewriting























The equality holds as long as β > 0 and log β remains valid. Ignoring log β,
since it is independent of the variational parameters, we see that the effect
of the expectation term is calibrated by the fraction α/β. When β → ∞,
the term (b)→ 0 and the expectation term Eq[log 1]→ 0 thereby negating
the calibration effect. Alternatively, as β → 0, the calibration effect of the
expectation term becomes maximal. By setting β = 0 and manipulating
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Thus, the expectation term is the independent of the scaling term α. Thus,
as a general principle, the calibration effect of U(λ, {h}) is maximized when
infy,h u
′(y, h) = 0 (β → 0) which also ensures that the calibration effect
is independent of the scaling constant α preserving at least part of the
invariance to linear transformation principle outlined in Bayesian decision
theory.
4.1.4 Converting between utilities and losses
Decision problems are typically formulated in terms of either minimization
of the risk Rp` (h) or maximization of the gain G
p
u(h) depending on the deci-
sion task. The loss-calibrated variational bound in Equation 4.1 is defined
in terms of log Gpu(h) as both the model evidence and the log gain are easy
to bound from below and maximizing the lower bound narrows the bound
simultaneously on both terms. If using the log risk logRp` (h), this would in-
volve minimizing an upper bound to the risk and maximizing a variational
lower bound to KL(q‖p). In order to calibrate for a decision-theoretic loss
within the variational inference framework, it becomes necessary to con-
vert the loss `(y, h) ≥ 0 to a utility u(y, h) ≥ 0. Bayes optimal decisions
obtained from Bayesian decision principles should remain unaffected by
transformation between losses and utilities as long as the decisions rely on
the true posterior. However, as discussed before, because of integrating the
utility term U(λ, {h}) into the lower bound, the variational approximations
are interlinked with the decision, causing the conversion of loss to the util-
ity to affect the final variational approximation. This naturally alters the
optimal decisions.
In Subsection 4.1.3, we showed how to minimize the impact of lin-
ear transformations on the Bayes optimal decisions. We now invoke the
same principles to convert losses to utilities in such a manner as to re-
tain the optimal decisions. A linear transformation preserving the Bayes
optimal decisions and non-negative utilities is u(h, y) = M − `(h, y) where
M ≥ supy,h `(h, y) with optimal calibration at equality. This solution works
very well when the loss is either discrete or continuous and is bounded.
The transformation does not hold when the loss, discrete or continuous,
is unbounded or if there exist outliers (in a bounded) `(y, h) so large that
M  `(y, h) for almost all configurations of `(y, h) as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.3. The net result of this is that large values of M tend to negate the
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Figure 4.3: An extreme example of an outlier: The loss distribution of
`(y, h) is provided in the schematic above. Most of the values are concen-
trated around the mean, with outliers extending to the left and right. The
choice of supremum M ≥ supy,h `(y, h) yields a value M  `(y, h) for most
configurations of `(y, h). When using the conversion u(y, h) = M − `(y, h)
this results in values of u(y, h) that are all effectively zero, negating the ef-
fect of calibration. The same reasoning applies to unbounded losses, where
M ∈ [0,∞). A more robust estimate of the maximum such as Mq avoids
this problem by ensuring that for most configurations of `(y, h), the con-
version to the utility retains the effect of calibration.
calibration effect of the utility term since all the transformed utilities tend
to be close to zero. To address this issue we propose two solutions that we
found to be empirically sound.
Robust maximum For the linear transformation u(y, h) = M − `(y, h),
any value of M ≤ supy,h `(y, h) will lead to negative utilities u(θ, h) ≤ 0
which causes the term log u(y, h) in Equation 4.2 to be undefined. This can
be avoided by using a first order Taylor expansion of log u(θ, h) around M
and linearizing the log term as follows,













we see that log u(θ, h) ≈ logM −
`(θ,h)
M . The expectation Eq[log u(θ, h)] can be linearized and rewritten as(
logM − 1MEq [`(θ, h)]
)
. We drop the constant term logM leading to the
following approximation
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Figure 4.4: Robust estimation of Mq: The value of the quantile q is de-
cided by running several instances of classic variational inference algorithm
until convergence and plotting the distribution of loss `(y, h) for each data
point as a histogram. The values of all runs of the algorithm are sorted to
obtain an estimate of the Mq that is robust to outliers. The loss distribu-
tion obtained under classical VI approximates the loss distribution under
calibrated VI, albeit with a wider variance.
Now that `(θ, h), and by extension u(θ, h), no longer appears within the
logarithm, M no longer needs to be a strict upper bound of `(y, h). Instead,
we replace it with an estimator that excludes the tail of loss distributions
making it robust to outliers. We do this by searching for some value of M <
supy,h `(y, h) such that M falls at the q
th percentile of the loss distribution,
but other robust estimators would also be applicable.
Empirical experiments show a choice of Mq as the q
th quantile of the loss
distribution results in strong calibration, the value of q that varies based
on the experiments. More specifically, we obtain a robust estimate of Mq
by running standard variational inference until convergence and compute
the losses `(y, h) calculated over the approximate posterior predictive for
every data point. The resulting histogram of losses, shown in Figure 4.4,
can be used to choose the quantile Mq such that Mq  supy,h `(y, h). For
most practical experiments, a value of q = 70% yielded robust and reliable
calibration.
Non-linear transformations Non-linear transformations sidestep the
issue of having to choose an optimal value of Mq while still mapping the
losses to non-negative utilities. For instance, the transformation
u(y, h) = e−γ`(y,h) (4.3)
ensures that the utilities never become negative.
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Using the non-linear transformation in Equation 4.3, we can arrive at
a robust estimate of γ that can be estimated from the empirical loss distri-
bution. Consider an alternative representation of the utility as a function
of `(y, h) such that
u(`) = e−γ`,
where the variable ` takes arbitrary values from the loss function `(y, h) and
`0 refers to instantiations of y and h such that `(y, h) = 0. We linearize the
utility u(`) around `0 (which implies u(`0) = 1) and find the value of γ for
which the linearized utility is zero at the quantile Mq. Using a second-order
Taylor series expansion around `0, we obtain









where R3(`) is the remainder term. With linearization, one can drop the
second order remainder to obtain the approximation,













= −γe0 = −γ.
Finally solving for u(Mq) = 0, we obtain,





Thus a robust choice of rate parameter γ that also maximizes the calibration
effect can be estimated from the quantiles of the empirical loss distribution
as γ = 1Mq .
4.1.5 Monte Carlo Approximation of U
Loss-calibrated variational inference runs into practical challenges when
estimating and optimizing the utility term
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We start by noting that since we already reparametrized θ for optimization
of LVI(λ), we can use the same reparametrization technique to approximate
the outer expectation










log u(fλ(ε), {h}) (4.4)
where q0 is the parameter-free base distribution and the only stochastic
element in an otherwise deterministic transformation. The deterministic
mapping f transforms samples from q0(ε) into samples from qλ(θ), and Sθ
is the number of samples for Monte Carlo integration.
Discrete Outputs
For discrete outputs, following Cobb et al. (2018), we can compute the
inner expectation in Equation 4.2 by summing over all possible values of
y ∈ Y








where p(y|θ,D) are closed-form functions differentiable with respect to θ
(for example, softmax outputs from a neural network) and u(y, h) are clas-
sification costs coming from a utility matrix. This makes U(λ, h) straight-
forward to optimize both with respect to λ via gradient ascent and h by
simple enumeration of decisions. However, when the number of discrete
classes is very large, this method of enumeration may prove too cumber-
some and slow to be of any practical use as the complexity scales linearly
with the number of discrete outcomes. Alternatives to this include intro-
ducing stochasticity over the classes, by using a subset of the classes to
evaluate the one-vs-each bound (Titsias, 2016) which provides a rigorous
lower bound to softmax probabilities as well as the augment and reduce
(Ruiz et al., 2018) method to reduce the computational complexity using
latent variable augmentation and stochastic variational inference to opti-
mize a lower bound to the marginal likelihood of the data. Unlike the
one-vs-each bound which is restricted to softmax, the augment and reduce
can be easily extended to other categorical models such as the multinomial
probit. Both methods, however, provide a tight lower bound to the exact
test log likelihood and the accuracy over classification tasks.






Figure 4.5: Illustration of the double parameterization scheme used in op-
timization of continuous-valued y: The predictive likelihood p(y|θ,D) is
reparameterized, allowing us to preserve the differentiability with respect
to both the variational parameters λ and decisions {h}. The model param-
eters θ are reparameterized by drawing samples ε and using the transforma-
tion θ = fλ(ε). The samples δ are drawn from a parameter-free distribution
as δ ∼ p0(δ) and the transformation y = gθ(δ;D) allows us to reparame-
terize arbitrary likelihoods p(.) with implicit reparameterization gradients
(Figurnov et al., 2018). Together y and {h} can be used to evaluated the
utility u(y, {h}) using the double reparameterization scheme.
Continuous Outputs
For continuous-valued y, however, the inner expectation in U(λ, {h}) re-
mains a challenge to approximate and optimize and we will outline a dou-
ble reparametrization scheme to solve it. In addition to reparameterizing
the approximation qλ(θ) we are also reparameterizing the predictive like-
lihood p(y|θ,D). This allows us to find gradients of the inner expectation
approximated with Monte Carlo samples





to preserve differentiability with respect to both λ and {h}. The samples
δ are drawn from the parameter-free distribution p0 and transformed with
the differentiable mapping g(.) to samples y ∼ p(y|gθ(δ;D). The approxima-
tion relies on the ability to reparametrize (almost) arbitrary likelihoods p,
which was made possible only recently thanks to implicit reparametrization
gradients (Figurnov et al., 2018). The schematic of the double reparame-
terization technique is presented in Figure 4.5.
Nested integral estimation, especially in the form of Equation 4.2 where
the inner expectation appears within the logarithm, is not straightforward.
The simplest method of estimation is to replace the integrals in Equa-
tion 4.2 with their Monte Carlo estimates in Equations 4.4 and 4.5. While
admittedly a biased estimator, it is suitable for most practical purposes.
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Bias can, for instance, be reduced by using the Taylor series expansion of
Ep[log u] in a manner similar to (Teh et al., 2007), giving




For the log-linearized utility-term derived in Subsection 4.1.3, the log term
disappears and one simply uses the unbiased estimator







Despite its simplicity and usefulness, this estimator may violate the loss-
calibrated bound in Equation 4.1. Even though the linearized estimator
used by previous authors (Cobb et al., 2018; Lacoste-Julien et al., 2011)
here benefits from optimal choice of M , it shows very little improvement
in terms of risk when compared to standard VI. The naive estimator in
Equation 4.6 fits the posterior better and results in consistent empirical
improvement.
4.1.6 Optimization
The optimization of the variational parameters λ and the decisions h can
be performed with alternating minimization. The variational parameters
λ are optimized using gradient descent with a combination of standard
reparametrization techniques and Monte Carlo estimates of the gradient.
This is well covered in variational inference literature (Kucukelbir et al.,
2017; Titsias and Lázaro-Gredilla, 2014). As for the decisions {h}, depend-
ing on the loss function `(y, h) used, we can choose one of the following
four techniques.
• Closed-form optimization: When utilities are log-linearized they
can be expressed as loss functions. With trivial and symmetric loss
functions, the Bayes estimate of the optimal decision h is evaluated
analytically as statistic of the posterior predictive distribution. A
small set of examples is shown in Table 4.1. The posterior predictive
distribution, however, is usually unavailable in the closed form. In
such cases, Monte Carlo approximation of posterior predictive is used
to estimate the required statistics.
• Numerical optimization: When there is no closed form Bayes esti-
mator for the loss or utility function, one can use standard black-box
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Table 4.1: Selected losses and their closed-form analytic Bayes estimators
that minimize the expected posterior risk. Non-trivial losses with no an-
alytic estimates can be solved with black-box optimization routines such
as L-BFGS (Liu and Nocedal, 1989). Derivative-free optimization methods
can be used for non-differentiable losses.
Loss Expression Bayes estimator
Squared (h− y)2 Ep[y]
LinEx ec(h−y) − c(h− y)− 1 −1c log
∫
e−cyp(y)dy
Absolute |h− y| medianp[y]
Tilted
{
q · |h− y| y ≥ h





a · |h− y| y ≥ h
b · |h− y| y < h
a
a+b -percentilep[y]
numerical optimization routines and maximize a Monte Carlo approx-
imation of U(λ, {h}) to obtaining the optimal decision. A straight-











While one could solve these in parallel, a better approach is to jointly
optimize for all {h} with the aggregated utility since the utility-












Even though the estimation of gradient for each iteration is more
expensive in the aggregated case, the number of iterations required
to converge remains roughly the same. We also note that many of
the interesting utilities (for example, derived from absolute and tilted
loss) are not smooth functions of h, which could cause difficulties for
gradient-based methods. However, the aggregated utility has been
empirically shown to be smooth by Schaul and LeCun (2013) even
if the utilities themselves are point-wise non-differentiable. Similarly,
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Figure 4.6: On the left we see several absolute error losses of the form
`(y, h) = |y − h| for different values of y. Schaul and LeCun (2013) em-
pirically proved that the aggregated sum of theses losses, shown as the
solid blue curve, is smooth even if the individual losses are themselves not.
The same line of reasoning can be applied to evaluating the expectation
log u(θ, h).
the expectation log u(θ, h) tends to be smooth when approximated by
sampling even if u(y, h) itself is non-differentiable (see Figure 4.6).
• Joint optimization: When using gradient-based methods for nu-
merical optimization of the utility U(λ, {h}), one can switch from
using expectation-maximization Dempster et al. (1977) to instead op-
timizing the loss-calibrated bound LLCVI(λ, {h}) jointly with respect
to both λ and {h}. In such cases ∇LLCVI is defined as









This typically results in much quicker convergence and does not re-
quire full optimization of h for every update of λ, but comes with the
disadvantage of having to store the decisions h for the dataset D even
when using stochastic optimization methods with small batch sizes.
• Amortized decision optimization As part of the thesis, we intro-
duce a novel, amortized approach to finding optimal decisions h, as
originally presented in the first draft of Paper III that is available
as Kuśmierczyk et al. (2019a). For extremely large |D|, solving for
the optimal {h} may prove prohibitively expensive, due to the linear
scaling of computation time (or required parallel cores) with respect
to |D|. However, this computational complexity can be alleviated by
approximating h with a separate parametric decision-making module.
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Table 4.2: Comparing numerical and amortized decision-makers on outputs
generated by a polynomial regression model, with tilted loss (q = 0.2)
and Sy = 50. The amortized variant learns a constant-time parametric
model to predict the hypothesis with clearly sufficient accuracy, whereas
the numerical optimizer has to solve h for |D| instances and is slow for
|D| > 105.
Numerical Amortized
|D| MSE(e−3) Time(s) MSE(e−3) Time(s)
103 1.41 0.04 5.35 4.43
104 1.49 0.42 4.95 4.23
105 1.51 3.44 2.60 4.27
106 1.52 39.3 4.92 4.69
This amortizes the cost of making the decisions, in a manner analo-
gous to amortizing the inference in variational autoencoders (Kingma
and Welling, 2014).
Given the input xi and the prediction yi = g(δ, fλ(ε), xi) of the model
p(y|θ, xi), we train an arbitrary supervised model, in practice a deep
neural network, to approximate the optimal decision. The network
is trained on pairs of (xi, yi) to predict hi = NNφ(xi) minimizing












It learns to approximate optimal hi for any p(yi|θ), and after training
can provide approximate hi for all inputs. For sufficiently large |D|,
the computational cost of training the network is trumped by the
computational saving of not needing to solve |D| decisions numeri-
cally.
Table 4.2 compares numerical optimization with amortized decision-
making in the context of optimal Bayes decisions for a polynomial
regression model, so that both are run until sufficiently low error is
reached. For small problems optimizing h directly is clearly more ef-
ficient, but for problems larger than |D| ≈ 105 the amortized solution
approximating the decisions with a separate neural network is faster.
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4.1.7 Automatic Loss Calibration in Probabilistic Programs
We crystallize the previous ideas and repeat the algorithm description in
Kuśmierczyk et al. (2019a) for convenience. We show how to calibrate
variational approximations for a rich family of probabilistic models with
continuous utilities with a simple running example. A problem specification
consists of:
1. A model p(y, θ), typically specified using a probabilistic programming
language, along with training data D = {xn, yn}, n = {1 . . . N}. For
instance, the Bayesian linear regression model is described in terms
of weight parameters θ and variance σ2 as
p(θ) = N (θ; 0, 1),
p(σ2) = Gamma(σ2; 1, 1),
p(y;x, θ, σ2) = N (y; θTx, σ2).
The priors on θ have a unit normal distribution and on the variance
σ2 is a Gamma distribution with unit parameters. The parameter σ2
lives in the constrained real space, σ2 ∈ R+. T Since the Gaussian
variational approximations typically operate in real space, it becomes
expedient to transform τ = log(σ2) ∈ R and operate on τ instead. To
account for the change of variables, we introduce a Jacobian adjust-
ment which is the derivative of inverse of the log transformation, viz.
exp
p(σ2) = Gamma(exp(τ); 1, 1) exp(τ)
Most probabilistic programs have an internal mechanism that apply
the transformations into real space and the concomitant Jacobian
adjustments automatically.
2. A user-defined decision-theoretic utility u(θ, h) or u(y, h) defined over
parameters or predictions. User-defined losses can be converted into
utilities as outlined in Subsection 4.1.3. In our example, we define the
decision task in terms of losses and use techniques in Subsection 4.1.3
to convert these losses to utilities. A squared loss over the parameters
θ can be defined as `(θ, h) = (θ − h)2 in the case of estimation. In
the predictive setting, we define a tilted loss over the output y as
`(y, h) =
{
q · |h− y| y ≥ h and,
(1− q) · |h− y| y < h,
where q controls the quantile. This allows the model to calibrate its
predictions depending on the value of q.
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3. An approximating family of distributions qλ(θ). Standard probabilis-
tic programming languages such as Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017) make
the mean-field assumption as the default, making it straightforward
to construct univariate Gaussian variational approximations on each
parameter independently. Full-rank approximations that model cor-
relations between the posteriors parameters can also be used (Dillon
et al., 2017; Carpenter et al., 2017). In our running example, we make
the mean field assumption with a normal variational approximation
giving us,
q(θ) = N (θ;µθ, σ2θ),
q(τ) = N (τ ;µτ , σ2τ ).
Together µθ, σ
2
θ , µτ and σ
2
τ constitute the variational parameters λ.
4. Additionally, a more experienced user may also specify convergence
conditions, e.g., error tolerance for values of gain Gu(h). This defaults
to 10−2 in Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017) for example.
The objective in Equation 4.1 is maximized by alternating optimization of
λ and h until convergence Monte Carlo evaluation of the bound is done
with one of the alternatives presented in Subsection 4.1.5.
Optimization of λ Variational approximation parameters λ are opti-
mized via gradient-based algorithms using reparametrization of θ and y as
explained in Section 2.3 and Subsection 4.1.5.
Optimization of h The optimal decisions h are found using one of four
strategies in Subsection 4.1.6, selected to suit the problem characteristics.
Numerical optimization is the default option, while faster closed-form op-
timization is used for linearized estimators and when a closed-form Bayes
estimator is available (Table 4.1). For complex losses and large |D|, amor-
tized decision-making is used. Since h changes slower than the parameters
λ, it suffices to solve for h after every few iterations of updating λ.
This completes our discussion of the loss calibration procedure in the
context of approximate inference. Although Bayesian decision theory tends
to dissociate the inference phase from the decision-making phase, the re-
strictive limitations imposed by approximating the posterior with a family
of distributional approximations necessitate a tight integration of the two
phases. Automatic loss calibration renders the loss calibration framework
user-friendly, practical, easy to integrate into existing Bayesian workflows
and accessible for broader use in the Bayesian community. We elaborated
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on the unavoidable complications that ensue when expressing the deci-
sion task in terms of losses in lieu of utilities especially for continuous,
unbounded losses and proposed fixes to address these complications. We
detailed unique ways of using Monte Carlo approximations for the utility-
dependent terms. In Section 4.2 we discuss an alternate approach to loss
calibration that is agnostic to the inference techniques and quality of ap-
proximations and loss-calibrates the approximate posterior by correcting
the bias introduced by the approximation after the inference phase. As we
shall see, this decoupling not only improves computational efficiency, but
also allows straightforward application of Bayesian decision principles.
4.2 Post Hoc Corrections For Posteriors
We saw that loss-calibrating the approximate posterior during inference
adapts the approximating distribution to maximize the gain for the decision-
task under constraints imposed by the distributional limitations. The pro-
cedure is sound and leads to posteriors that are calibrated to minimize the
decision-theoretic loss. It does, however, suffer from several drawbacks.
Firstly, one needs to account for the fact the assumptions of Bayesian de-
cision principles are violated. The final Bayes optimal decisions are not
immune to linear transformation of the utilities or the manner of transfor-
mation of losses to utilities (See Subsections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4). Secondly, the
alternating minimization of the variational parameters and decisions for
non-trivial losses requires numerical optimization which is computation-
ally expensive. It is not always easy to obtain marked enough empirical
improvements in the gain to justify the computational costs. Lastly, the
decision-theoretic losses might not be known beforehand, might be dynamic
depending on the shifting use-cases, or there might be a number of losses
that we wish to optimize for. This requires re-running the loss calibra-
tion repeatedly from scratch each time the loss changes or for every loss.
As an alternative, we introduce an orthogonal approach to loss calibration
that sidesteps many of the drawbacks. It helps evade the most problem-
atic features of loss-calibrated variational inference, namely, the expensive
inference and transformation of losses to utilities without breaking with
Bayesian decision principles and negating the calibration effect of the util-
ities.
Keeping these considerations in mind, instead of modifying the inference
procedure to calibrate the posterior, we modify only the decision-making
phase. This is achieved by introducing a parametric function that trans-
forms a suitable characterization of the approximate posterior to minimize












Figure 4.7: Bayesian decision theory equips us with a framework to make
optimal decisions for a decision-theoretic loss under posterior uncertainty.
The optimal decision under the true posterior predictive distribution p(y)
shown in red, can be obtained by closed-form analytic solutions for simple
losses, or by numerical optimization for more complex losses if they do not
have analytic solutions. However, the same decision rules cannot be used
with the approximate posterior predictive distribution pq(y) is a normal ap-
proximation to the heavier-tailed p(y), and q-optimal decision differs from
the p-optimal, by a difference of ε. Our post hoc approach introduces a
decision-making module that corrects for this error by transforming a char-
acterization of the incorrect posterior distribution into the correct decision.
Figure reproduced from Paper IV (Kuśmierczyk et al., 2020).
the classical or empirical risk or equivalently, maximize the empirical gain.
We call this function the decision-making module as it outputs decisions
that are optimal with respect to the empirical risk as showin in Figure 4.7.
Our approach is broadly applicable to arbitrary probabilistic models and is
agnostic to the approximate inference method used. The decision-making
module needs only post-inference artifacts to correct for the posterior. This
turns out to be surprisingly efficient as there is no need to revisit the in-
ference phase. Accordingly, this constitutes a post hoc or after-the-event
correction of the posterior, as the calibration is performed after the fact
that the approximate posterior has been inferred independent of the deci-
sion making task.
4.2.1 Decision Making Modules
The discussion in this section is inspired by amortized optimization in Sub-
section 4.1.6. While the amortized technique learns to map covariates to
decisions h for a dynamically calibrating q(θ), we now construct a decision-
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making module that operates on a previously inferred, fixed q(θ) to yield
optimal decisions h. The decision-making module, however, utilizes a char-
acterization of the predictive distribution as its input. In practice, we
sometimes incorporate the covariates when the posterior predictive charac-
terization suffers from identifiability issues outlined in Subsection 4.2.6.
Here, as in Section 4.1, we focus on making optimal decisions for the
outputs y – decisions on the parameters θ can be made in a similar fash-
ion. For such supervised setups, decisions h are functions defined over
data points (x, y) where the expected risk R(h) is the expectation of the
decision-theoretic loss over the true data-generating distribution: R(h) =
Ex,y∼p(x,y) [`(y, h(x))]. Within the regime of discriminative learning, we
are interested in faithfully modeling only p(y|x, θ) and do not model the
marginal distribution p(x). In such cases, R(h) could be approximated
with the p-conditional risk Rp` (h|x) = Ey∼p(y|x) [`(y, h))], where p(y|x) =∫
p(y|x, θ)p(θ|D) dθ. Since we lack access to the true data-generating dis-
tribution p(x, y) as well as the true predictive distribution p(y|x, θ), we
instead use an empirical approximation of the risk R(h) as the objective to
minimize




A decision hq that minimizes the q-risk, hq = arg minh∈HRq`(h|x), is not
necessarily the same as the decision h that is optimal with respect to R(h).
In order to correct for the sub-optimal decisions produced from the approx-
imation q(θ), we take a characterization of the q-posterior predictive pq(y)
and feed it into a mapping that transforms the characterization into the
decisions h that are optimal with respect to the risk R(h). This amortized
mapping h = f(pq(y);ω), called the decision-making module, is typically a
fully-connected neural network parameterized by weights ω, that are shared
across all data points. The characterization can be in the form of a single
statistic, such as the mean or median, or a set of quantiles estimated either
using Monte Carlo sampling or analytical estimates from pq(y).
Since the decision-making module f(pq(y);ω) is overly flexible as a uni-
versal approximator, there is the risk of completely overriding the under-
lying Bayesian model, with decisions h that, while minimizing R(h) would
be improbable under the posterior p(θ|D). To avoid this, we implicitly
regularize ω by setting normal priors N (µ, σ2) on the decisions h. These
priors are learned by using bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994). We con-
trol the trade-off between risk minimization and model faithfulness with a
regularization parameter. Before we get into the particulars of optimiz-
ing this framework, we briefly introduce the generalized Bayesian inference
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framework that allows us to incorporate the decision-making module as a
post-inference adjustment of the posterior predictive.
4.2.2 Generalized Bayesian Inference
Generalized Bayesian inference (Bissiri et al., 2016) provides a rigorous
basis for learning and updating prior distributions to the posteriors when
the parameters of interest are linked to the observations via arbitrary loss
functions rather than via a member of a family of parametric density func-
tions. This paints a contrast to the probabilistic modeling approach that
limits Bayesian inference to a highly restrictive set of parametric likelihood
functions. Issues with classical Bayesian inference ensue when the param-
eters of interest η and the observations y are not connected via a density
function f(y; η) or if the form of f(y; η) is unknown. In such cases, the
generalized Bayesian inference approach readily defines belief updates for
η on discrepancy measures between a proxy model and f(y; η).
More concretely, given observations y and a parameter of interest η, if
p(η) represents the prior over η, a coherent update for the posterior exists,
given by
p(η|y) ∝ e−`(y,η)p(η)ν
and is valid for any arbitrary loss function `(y, η). A proof sketch for this
is given in Bissiri et al. (2016) and relies on the fact that given a parameter
η and a prior p(η) an update p(η|y) for η must exist as further information
is gained about η from y via `(y, η). The framework also supports use of
partial information (where only part of the observations is relevant to the
parameter) as well as non-stochastic information (such as expert opinions)
to infer the posterior.
The prior p(η)ν is a power prior where the parameter ν regulates the
strength of the prior. When ν < 1, the loss `(y, η) is given more prominence
when updating η allowing the data y to inform the posterior better. As
ν → 0 this leads to maximum likelihood estimates of η. Alternatively, ν > 1
minimizes the influence of the loss letting the prior assert itself more. One
can make the inference more robust by specifying hyperpriors on ν, as is
customary in hierarchical Bayesian models. This can be done by extending
the loss function to include ν as an unknown parameter to be inferred,
Generalized Bayesian inference lets us make minimal assumptions about
the loss, and concentrate on the parameter of interest. Observations from
probability distributions are also accommodated with loss functions that
are equivalent to negative log likelihoods. For a more in-depth discussion
of generalized Bayesian inference in the context of variational inference see
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Knoblauch et al. (2019). We now discuss how this framework relates to
posterior inference on the decisions h for decision-making modules.
4.2.3 Decision Belief Distributions
Generalized Bayesian inference allows us to think directly in terms of the
loss-calibrating of the model parameters θ, even though they tie only indi-
rectly into the decision-theoretic loss function `(y, h) for predictive prob-
lems. That is, we could define updates to the model parameters as
p(θ|y) ∝ e−`(h,y)p(θ)ν
The decisions h are obtained by marginalization of the model parameters to
yield the q-posterior predictive pq(y). However, this proves too cumbersome
to train as it involves repeatedly optimizing the decision-making module
f(pq(y), ω) which is a function of the approximation q(θ). This implies that
each time q(θ) is updated during inference, the decision-making module has
to be trained until convergence for that particular instantiation of pq(y).
An alternative is to consider decision belief distributions where the up-
dates are defined in terms of the decisions themselves. This dissociates the
inference of q(θ) from the decisions h that minimize the decision-theoretic
loss. The posterior over h in such cases is,
p(h|y) ∝ e−`(h,y)p(h)λ (4.7)
where the decisions for different y are tied to the amortized decision-maker
h = f(pq(y);ω). The decision-maker parameterized by ω minimizes the
loss `(h, y). Understanding that learning the posterior over decisions h for
each observation y is impractical, we take advantage of the amortization
offered by the decision-making module and define a more efficient update
rule. Since h is tied to the q-posterior predictive through the amortized
weights ω, a belief distribution over ω in turn induces a belief distribution
on the decisions. We can therefore learn decision belief distribution by
simply defining a Bayesian update rule over the decision-making module
parameters,
p(ω|y) ∝ e−`(f(pq(y),ω),y)p(ω)ν . (4.8)
where we have explicitly replaced `(h, y)) with `(f(pq(y), ω), y) to em-
phasize the dependence of the decisions h on the parameters ω of the
decision-making module. Approximating the loss as a cumulative sum
over a collection of N independent and identically distributed observations
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D = {xi, yi}Ni=1, the posterior over ω is defined as,




`(hn, yn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ER(h)
+ν log p(ω) + Z,
where Z, the normalization constant, is independent of the parameters
ω. The empirical risk ER(h) arises naturally from the definition of belief
update rules and the posterior p(ω|D) minimizes the empirical risk.
Although this formulation technically allows full posterior inference over
ω (by using a Bayesian neural network, for instance), since we are interested
only in a point estimates decisions h that minimizes the empirical risk,
it is computationally expedient to simply use MAP estimates of ω. The
Bayesian update rules in Equations 4.7 and 4.8 help clarify the relationship
between ω and h and broaches the possibility setting priors on ω to ensure
that the decisions h remain plausible under posterior uncertainty p(θ|D) of
the underlying Bayesian model.
4.2.4 Implicit Priors for Decision-making
Setting meaningful priors on the decision-making module through ω is non-
intuitive since ω is often high-dimensional without any meaningful interpre-
tation attached to it. The standard practice of setting weak normal priors
on ω does little to inform the decision-maker of the range of values that h
can take. A more sensible alternative (Sun et al., 2019) is to set priors on
the function space, limiting the family of functions that the decision-maker
can approximate, rather than the parameter space. This is not a viable
strategy as we do not yet understand the relationship between functions
the decision-maker can approximate and the Bayesian model. Given the ω
plays in the amortized decision maker, we resort to a third alternative of
setting implicit priors on ω by explicitly setting priors on the decisions h
which are strongly tied to ω.
Regularization of h is carried out through a choice of priors that is
informed by the relationship between the decisions and the underlying
Bayesian model. First, we take inspiration from bootstrap techniques
(Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) to obtain reasonable priors on the decisions
h. This lets us gauge the mean of the q-optimal decisions and their vari-
ance from the empirical distribution of the decisions. Then, we use the
regularization parameter ν from the power prior to determine the degree to
which the prior influences the observation. Using power priors with optimal
choice of ν ensures the decisions remain faithful to the underlying model
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as well as preventing overfitting to the empirical risk that could undermine
generalization of the decision-maker to the true risk R(h) evaluated from
the data-generating distribution. A reasonable choice of ν can be obtained
by cross-validation.
We now elaborate on the bootstrap procedure we use to define a prior
p(h) over the decisions and how this sets an implicit prior on ω. We begin
with the q-optimal decision hnq for the n
th data point, obtained from the
approximation q(θ). A normal prior on the decision hn for the nth point
can be defined by
hn ∼ N (hnq , 1),
with hn centered on the q-optimal decisions with unit variance. The power
prior parameter ν on p(h) determines the degree to which the prior asserts
itself in the update rule. The decisions are agnostic to the variance of the
posterior predictive pq(y). A more informative prior can be obtained by
allowing point-specific variation,
hn ∼ N (µnq , σnq ),
where each decision hn has a parameter controlling the variance σnq in-
dependent of ν. Determination of the values of µnq and σ
n
q is achieved
with bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994). In order to obtain bootstrap
estimates of µnq and σ
n
q , we sample with replacement L datasets Dl where
l = 0 . . . L. The Bayesian model is trained on each Dl, to obtain approxima-















Assuming point-wise independence over the decisions, we can derive the









h = 1 all the decisions have the same amount of un-
certainty allowing the uncertainty in the posterior estimates to be uniform
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h , point-specific variance over
the decisions are reflected in the posterior as well. For both alternatives ν
controls the strength of the prior, although in the latter case, the strength
of the prior varies by data point.
Now that we have described the generalized Bayesian update in the
context of decision-making for the Bayesian model, we describe two em-
pirical studies that best characterize the effect of posterior representation
on the empirical risk and the effect of the power prior parameter ν on the
faithfulness of the decisions to the underlying model.
4.2.5 Characterizing the Predictive Distribution
Bayesian decision theory operates under the principle that the Bayesian
posterior is necessary and sufficient information for making optimal deci-
sions. We stick to this principle and choose as our decision-making module
a flexible fully-connected neural network with three hidden layers which
maps an arbitrary characterization of posterior predictive pq(y) to the op-
timal decisions h. A selection of the optimal architecture also having a suffi-
cient predictive power can be performed with cross-validation, by increasing
neural network complexity starting from the most simple one. Overly com-
plicated networks may overfit empirical risk while not being faithful to the
underlying model.
For generalizing to a wide variety of models,we characterize the predic-
tive distribution with S Monte Carlo samples ys from the posterior pre-
dictive p(y) under the posterior approximation q(θ). More specifically we
draw, for each sample s ∈ S,
θs ∼ q(θ) and,
ys ∼ p(y; θs).
Such a collection of S draws is summarized into a finite statistic such as
the mean, median or B evenly spaced empirical quantiles as illustrated in
Figure 4.8. We demonstrate empirically how the empirical risk behaves
as a function of the number of Monte Carlo samples S and quantiles B
in Figure 4.9. We failed to see any improvement in the empirical risk for
quantiles over B = 20 and for samples over S = 100.
4.2.6 Model Fidelity
We can also conduct experiments to study how implicit priors on the op-
timal decisions h control the fidelity of the optimal decisions h to the un-
derlying Bayesian models. The decisions should only correct for errors that




Figure 4.8: Characterization of the posterior. Draws from the posterior
predictive distribution can be captured and summarized through sufficient
statistics. This could be either the mean (black), the median (green) or a
set of B evenly spaced quantiles (red). In this illustration, we set B = 10.

























Figure 4.9: Effect of the number of samples and the number of quantiles on
the empirical risk for the tilted loss. The risk was evaluated over a matrix
factorization model on the test set of the last.fm data. The empirical
risk reduction is negligible after the number of quantiles reaches 20 and
the number of samples reaches 100. Figure reproduced from Paper IV
(Kuśmierczyk et al., 2020).
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arise out of poor posterior approximation and must not override the un-
derlying Bayesian model. The practitioner requires that the decisions still
be interpretable and in keeping with the underlying model. In Figure 4.10,
we see the posterior predictive distribution of an intentionally misspecified
model, Bayesian linear regression on non-linear data. We set the number
of iterations for bootstrapping the prior to 10 and use the samples to esti-
mate the mean and variance of the prior on the decisions p(ω). With power
priors ν we control the degree of regularization. The decision-maker takes
a characterization of the posterior predictive and with no regularization –
that is, weak priors on ω – learns to model the underlying data distribution
accurately to minimize the risk at the cost of ignoring the model. This is
possible because the underlying injective mapping between the covariates
and the posterior predictive allows the decision maker to implicitly learn
from the covariates themselves to map to the non-linear data. When apply-
ing strong regularization, we create a strongly informative prior centered
on the q-optimal decisions forcing the decision-maker to transition towards
predicting the q-optimal decisions in keeping with the underlying Bayesian
model.
The decision-maker takes a characterization of the posterior to infer
the optimal decisions. Because of this, the data generated by the Bayesian
model requires some sort of identifiability criterion. In this case, because
the prediction has a slope m 6= 0, the slope provides enough context to
disambiguate between various points of the predictive distribution. How-
ever, if the slope is zero, the characterizations of the predictive distribution
are going to be similar across all the data points making it impossible
for the decision-maker to learn a mapping to the optimal decisions. This
shortcoming can be addressed, for example, by incorporating an identifi-
ability criterion, such as the covariates x. However, this is not without
risks, since the decision-maker can learn to ignore the predictive distribu-
tion completely and base its optimal decisions on the covariates x, thus
overriding the Bayesian model.
4.3 Summary
We began this chapter by motivating the need for loss-aware approximate
inference algorithms in order to yield optimal decisions with respect to
the risk, both Bayesian and classical, specifically in the predictive setup.
We discuss at length two alternative approaches to this end. The first
is loss-calibrated variational inference that extends the work of (Lacoste-
Julien et al., 2011). We adapt this framework for use in gradient-based,
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DM boot. (ν = 5×10−4)
DM boot. (ν = 1×10−2)
Figure 4.10: When ν = 0, there is no regularization and the decision maker
completely ignores the linear predictions (red). By setting priors on the
decisions with bootstrap and selecting ν to specify the degree to which
the decision maker should be faithful to the underlying model, we provide
predictions that are compatible with the underlying model. Note, however,
that in the case of linear regression, the q-optimal decisions are also p-
optimal, because there is no approximation error. Figure reproduced from
Paper IV (Kuśmierczyk et al., 2020).
model-agnostic variational algorithms and derive heuristics for maximizing
the calibration and optimizing the utility function for the difficult case of
incorporating continuous-valued utilities. More particularly, we first discuss
techniques for utility transformation in order to maximize its calibration
effect. We then specify routines to convert between losses and utilities
that are robust to noise and take account of the empirical distribution of
the utilities and losses to specify the parameters of the transformation.
Finally, we outline a novel double-reparameterization scheme for Monte
Carlo estimation of the utility-function, discuss the pros and cons of the
Monte Carlo estimators and outline four optimization techniques that are
tailored to perform well on specific types of loss functions and settings.
The second approach, called post-hoc correction, is an amalgam of
learning theory and Bayesian decision theory that utilizes a characteriza-
tion of the posterior distribution to minimize the empirical risk and thereby
correct the posteriors that were inferred in a loss-agnostic fashion. This
characterization, typically provided as quantiles of the posterior, is passed
through a strongly regularized decision-maker that learns to predict the
optimal decisions. The strong regularization prevents the decision-maker,
often a neural network, from overriding the underlying Bayesian model and
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ensures that the optimal decisions remain consistent the underlying model.
The degree of regularization allows us to set our preference for the type of
predictions: a highly regularized decision-maker focuses on optimal deci-
sions being faithful to the Bayesian model even if it comes at the price of
increased empirical risk; a decision-maker that is not regularized places its
emphasis on minimizing the risk at the cost of model faithfulness. In or-
der to regularize the decision-maker, we draw inspiration from generalized
Bayesian inference (Bissiri et al., 2016) to outline a Bayesian framework
that allows us to tie the decisions to the model parameters θ via the user-
specified loss. This Bayesian setup allows specification of a prior on the
decisions h, which we achieve by a combination bootstrapping. The priors
on h serve to regularize the decision-maker by setting implicit priors on the
parameters of the decision-maker such that the predictions of the decision-
maker do not deviate too far from the model prediction. We finally note
that it is important for the posterior characterization to be identifiable for
the decision-maker to learn. This concludes our discussion of loss-aware
Bayesian inference.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis makes novel contributions for improving automated inference
mechanisms and incorporating loss-aware inference techniques for proba-
bilistic programming. We briefly summarize the contributions below for
the benefit of the reader:
I. An importance-sampled estimator for Monte Carlo gradients that
speeds up variational inference by helping reuse the computation-
heavy parts of the gradients for several consecutive iterations. We
provide pointers on how to use this estimator in the context of stochas-
tic gradient descent and stochastic gradient average descent.
II. The modified Lambert W × F distribution as a differentiable family
of distributions to model skewed data as a non-linear transformation
of symmetric distributions. The modification proposed extends the
support of the Lambert function across the real line and ensures it is
invertible, making it suitable for gradient-based optimization.
III. A strategy to automate loss-calibrated variational inference to yield
variational approximations that minimize the posterior risk, in the
specific context of unbounded and continuous utilities and losses. This
includes heuristics to estimate a robust upper bound, conversion be-
tween losses and utilities and optimization techniques for different
loss functions.
IV. A post-hoc loss calibration that borrows the language of classical and
Bayesian decision theory for a framework that minimizes the empirical
risk by learning a mapping from a characterization of the posterior
approximation to decisions that minimize the empirical risk.
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All our contributions can be incorporated into a probabilistic program-
ming workflow, even though we did not attempt to explicitly do so in the
original articles. The manner in which the contributions interact with the
probabilistic programming framework outlined in Section 1.1 differs. Inte-
grating Contribution I involves modifying the automatic inference engine
of the probabilistic program. This can be done by inheriting from and
extending inference classes such as the normal_meanfield class in Stan
(Carpenter et al., 2017) or tfp.monte_carlo.expectation in Tensorflow
Probability (Dillon et al., 2017) to define the importance-sampled estima-
tor. Contribution II can be easily incorporated into most probabilistic
programs as a simple transformation. For example, in Stan, skewed distri-
butions can be achieved by using a combination of the function block to
implement the modified Lambert function, the transformed parameters
block to apply the Lambert transformation and the model block to in-
corporate the Jacobian adjustment. With Tensorflow Probability, we
can remove the onus on the user to specify the transformation and instead
utilize the tfp.bijector.Bijector interface to specify the transformation
and the Jacobian adjustment to more elegantly define skewed distributions.
Contributions III and IV necessitate a more substantial departure from
standard probabilistic programming syntax. This involves ensuring that
decision-making and loss specification is adopted as a rigorous part of the
Bayesian pipeline. For instance, the program blocks in Stan could be ex-
tended to accommodate a new block, called, for example, the target block,
that allows specification of losses and utilities. Such a target block would
then interact with the inference backend to allow incorporation of losses
during inference. In this thesis, we developed a theory for generic, model
and loss-agnostic loss calibration. However, more work is needed to bring
this into more widespread use and generate interest for adopting the new
Bayesian workflow specified in Section 1.1.
We now discuss three new articles that have come out since our original
publications and relate to the contributions in this thesis. Tomasetti et al.
(2019) propose a novel way of using importance-sampled estimators in the
context of updated variational Bayes – a recursive version of variational in-
ference that is useful in online settings. While we apply the estimator across
iterations, they adapt it for use across several time steps, using only the
data observed since the previous update to quickly obtain estimates of the
new approximation. This allows a trade-off between computational speed
and accuracy. Target-aware Bayesian inference (Rainforth et al., 2020) out-
lines a Bayesian framework that uses amortized approximations to directly
model the posterior expectations to yield better Monte Carlo estimates.
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This differs from loss calibration which aims to only approximate the pos-
terior so as to reduce the expected posterior loss. Generalized variational
inference (Knoblauch et al., 2019) extends standard variational inference
to setups involving arbitrary likelihoods and divergence measures. Loss
calibration can be thought of as a specific instantiation of generalized VI
where the loss function is the loss-calibrated objective and the divergence
measure is the KL-divergence.
The Bayesian community has begun to recognize that standard methods
of Bayesian inference with well-specified likelihoods that are loss-agnostic
are inefficient to calculate posterior expectations (Knoblauch et al., 2019).
The target-aware Bayesian framework (Rainforth et al., 2020) that exploits
knowledge of the target function to better estimate the posterior expecta-
tion is a step in the right direction. Given that there has been a steady drift
towards using flexible, amortized approximations (Rezende and Mohamed,
2015; Guo et al., 2017; Locatello et al., 2018), we hope there is an ideolog-
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